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"Since the revolution, every average Libyan hoped things would get better, 
but instead everything is worse," Mr. Jathran said, in his sleek, leather-chair-
lined conference room in Ajdabiya's only hotel, where he served his guests 
cappuccinos. "We are sliding to a place like Afghanistan or Somalia," he said.1 

 

 

 

I 

“I don’t know, Hamoud.  Have you asked mother about this?” 

“Of course not.  I know she’d forbid it.  Probably send me down south to work 

on a dirt farm or hawk rugs to tourists near the border.  After she’s chased me down 

the street, screaming to father’s ghost about how terrible I am.” 

“Ha, yeah, well,… she’s got a point.” Idriss’ voice over the phone was coming 

from behind a smile his brother could almost see, but suggestive with warning. “This 

is serious stuff.  You know that, right? Hamoud, these defense forces aren’t a club.  It’s 

no joke.  These guys carry guns.  Are you really ready to shoot someone?  Over oil?  

Over tribal pride?” 

The phone conversation wasn’t going as Hamoud hoped it would.  He hadn’t 

spoken to his brother Idriss in over a month, and only a few times this year.  At 21, 

Idriss was nearly five years older than Hamoud, but much had happened in the past 

three years that made the age gap a chasm.  Idriss fought in the partisan militia 

along with their tribe, and along with their father, to push Qadhaffi’s soldiers out of 

Ajdabiyah when the revolution swept across northeastern Libya in 2011.  And Idriss 

was behind the sandbagged reconnaissance position beside their father when he 

                                                        
1 Margaret Coker, Ex-Rebel, With Militia, Lays Claim to Libyan Oil Patch; Former Fighter's Forces Have Kept Half of 
Nation's Oil Under Wraps to Press a Demand, The Wall Street Journal, October 3, 2013, available at 
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303643304579109010913025356. 
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was killed in a surprise midday skirmish.  By the time tribal reinforcements arrived 

to draw the soldiers’ fire away, they found Idriss holding his father’s body, slowly 

whispering prayers to Allah for courage and for mercy.  Although he was soaked in 

his father’s blood, Idriss was miraculously unharmed.  He had always been special.  

Tall and lanky, with close-cropped hair and clean-shaven chin, a wide and easy grin 

that made him popular. Idriss could wear jeans, tennis shoes, and a polo shirt and 

blend in almost anywhere, like Tripoli, Tunis, or even New York.  Most certainly in 

Rome, where Idriss now shared a one-bedroom tenement apartment with five other 

young Libyan men. 

“Mothers worry.  That’s what they do.  It can’t stop us from doing what we 

have to do, right?  She still worries about you in Italy.  At least I’d be close. Here, in 

town.  Close to her, and close to family.” 

“C’mon. It’s different, Hamoud.  The most that can happen to me is getting 

arrested for not having papers and tossed back on a boat.  You could get hurt. Or 

worse.” 

Hamoud knew there was a difference.  After the revolution came a 

nationwide stalemate of competing parochial interests and political wills, an urgent 

and tense limbo as Libya scrambled to call popular elections and patch together 

some type of national government after Qadhaffi’s death.  Money and paying jobs 

quickly became scarce, especially in Ajdabiyah, a featureless urban knuckle that 

bulged out toward Libya’s desert coastline so far from Tripoli and lost in Benghazi’s 

shadow.  Idriss made the decision to pay the three thousand euros in cash to be 

smuggled in a crowded fishing boat across the Mediterranean one starless spring 

night to Lampudesa, the Italian island used as a springboard into Italy and Western 

Europe.  Now an occasional phone call and a modest roll of euros delivered by the 

local hawala middleman was all that Hamoud came to expect from his brother.  He 

valued the phone calls more than the cash. 

Hamoud wanted to make his resolve final, and he played the trump card he 

had calculated and rehearsed to secure Idriss’ approval.  “You were there, Idriss, 

when Father died.  You fought with him, and he gave his last moments with you.  

You had your chance to prove yourself, to everyone.  You did your part to boot out 
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Qadhaffi’s men, to make Father proud and make the tribe happy.  The war is over.  

It’s over and I missed it, sitting it out with Mother under the kitchen table.  I’m not 

doing this to fight.  I just want to get involved and do my part now.  To keep the 

Magharba in control of Ajdabiyah oil.  Like it should be.  Like a policeman for our 

tribe.” 

The phone felt heavy in Hamoud’s hand as he drew several anxious breaths.  

Finally, Idriss spoke, softly.  “You sound like you’ve already made up your mind.  And 

you sound like the Magharba tribal recruiters have done their job well.  It wasn’t about 

Magharba pride when I fought, y’know.  It was about survival.  Not the tribe’s survival, 

but ours. You, me, Mother.  The militia was just a way for us to organize so we didn’t 

get picked off in helpless handfuls at a time.  There was no choice but to fight back, or 

end up beings lambs for the slaughter when Qadhaffi lashed out at anyone he could.  It 

was… different.  I can’t give you my blessing on this, Hamoud.  With Father gone, 

telling you it’s a bad idea is the best I can do.  But if it helps, I do understand.” 

Hamoud’s grip on the phone eased a bit.  It wasn’t the answer he was hoping 

for, but it would have to do.  “Thanks, I guess,” was all he could muster in reply.  The 

conversation was losing air and risked stalling, and the crackling echo of static 

lingering between the brothers became an unbearable reminder of just how far 

Rome was from the dusty coastal city of Ajdabiyah.   

“Listen, Hamoud, I gotta go.  I picked up some hours fixing mopeds and washing 

machines.  It’s not much but it let’s me earn money for you and Mother, and at least I’m 

using a little bit of what Father taught me.  Son of a pipeline engineer, I gotta use what 

few skills I’ve got.  Too bad I wasn’t a doctor’s son, or a smuggler’s, that’d be real 

money.” 

“Wait,” the word escaped almost involuntarily from Hamoud, not wanting the 

invisible connection with his brother to vanish so soon.  “So… “ he fished, “tell me 

about Italian girls.  What are they like?” 

“Italian girls?” Idriss laughed, amused at the question.  “I wouldn’t know.  

North African illegals don’t usually have much of a chance with the droves of Italian 

fashion models that hang out in the ghetto,” he ribbed.  “But, when I do get out around 

town I guess they’re nice to look at.  Trust me, you’re better off looking for a nice 
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Libyan girl in a few years, maybe someone from the tribe.”  Hamoud wasn’t sure how 

to proceed.  Banter with his older brother about girls was beyond his limited grasp, 

never having even held a girl’s hand.  He imagined it would be electric, a wordless 

palm-to-palm connection that would turn the world soft and sideways.  Idriss 

sensed Hamoud’s awkwardness and gently leaned on it.  “You’re not joining the 

militia to meet girls, are you?  You’d have better luck joining the army, with a uniform 

and a steady paycheck. Assuming they have uniforms small enough to fit you.” 

“What? No! no…” Hamoud protested edgily, simultaneously envisioning 

himself, his militia self, looking taller and stronger in the eyes of his future bride.  

“But, I mean, it can’t hurt, right?  A man who can look after his town and his tribe 

could surely look after his woman.” 

“Look after his woman?  Hamoud, I don’t think the imaginary mother of your 

unborn children would appreciate being referred to like she was livestock.”  Idriss 

curbed the urge to extend his brother’s discomfort, and instead brought the 

conversation to a close while the mood was still light.  “Okay, I really do have to go.  

Please, don’t do anything stupid in the meantime.  We’ll talk more later, yes?” 

“Sure.  But if I’m not here when the phone rings, it’s because I’m keeping this 

town safe while you’re gone,” Hamoud said, trying unsuccessfully to sound funny.  

“Bye. Or ciao, if that’s what you’re saying these days.” 

That was that, Hamoud nodded to himself.  Idriss now knew, and soon 

enough Mother would know.  In the morning he’d stop by Farad’s house, with the 

big walled courtyard where Hamoud and his lifelong friend had played together as 

children.   These days they mostly just sat in the shade of the courtyard, listlessly 

kicking a soccer ball back and forth, exchanging gossip, and venting frustration 

about an exciting world no doubt passing them by.  Farad promised that if Hamoud 

joined the defense forces, so would he.  Then they’d walk together to Mohammed’s 

house.  Everyone called Mohammed Uncle Hajj since he had made the pilgrimage to 

Mecca a decade ago and he still spoke about it in swirling hyperbole like it was 

Koranic lore gifted to a listener’s ears from heaven itself.   It seemed like everyone in 

town was related to Uncle Hajj somehow, and the portly, jovial Uncle Hajj always 

knew which tribal genealogy to invoke to prove it.  A tribe is just a family spread 
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under different roofs, he’d frequently say as if his slowly advancing yet strangely 

indeterminate age gave him unique wisdom into the human condition.  And, most 

importantly, Uncle Hajj was part of the Ajdabiyah Defense Forces, the ADF, a sub-

commander and liaison between the ADF and the community leaders who resisted 

fully embracing the ADF for fear of ceding traditional tribal authority to the militia.   

Uncle Hajj would vouch for the boys, cover for their vapor-thin lie of being 18 

years old despite their beardless, acne-pocked faces and narrow shoulders.  It would 

be enough to get them inside the headquarters compound downtown, to be issued 

AKs and olive green jackets bearing the ADF insignia drawn on white canvas patches 

tacked to the chest pocket.  It might even be enough for them to meet the man 

himself.  Ibrahim al-Jathran.  The godfather of the ADF and the architect of the 

master plan to soon make Ajdabiyah the proud seat of a new, independent Cyrenaica 

free from Tripoli’s interference.  Tomorrow would be a monumentally important 

day in Hamoud’s life, a life until now squandered in a wounded teenage bubble 

behind a courtyard wall, and he could barely sleep, still clutching the phone that had 

moments earlier delivered his brother’s voice to him. 
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II 

On the outskirts of Ajdabiyah, Col. Ahmed al-Arabi sipped water from a 

canteen as he leaned against the hood of the rag-top 4x4 truck at the head of a 

column of twenty armored personnel carriers, each one stuffed with two dozen 

weary soldiers like damp cigarettes.  He stroked a trimmed beard in pensive 

distraction with his thumb and forefinger, leaving a shallow wake of black and silver 

whiskers.  More silver these days, it seemed.  His deep-set eyes, wide stance, and 

barrel chest caused his friends at the Ministry of Defense in Tripoli sometimes to 

joke  that al-Arabi would have looked impressive in a business suit as a corporate 

CEO or government functionary.  In dusty tan fatigues and a pistol holstered 

squarely on his hip, he looked far more capable.  And more at home. 

To the east, he could see the dim, pre-dawn outline of the city from this 

distance through binoculars, while still far enough away that the militia guard 

positioned at the city’s western gate wouldn’t quite be able to detect the military 

presence and alert the Ajdabiyah Defense Forces.  The ADF.  The damned ADF.  They 

couldn’t leave the country in peace long enough to stitch a functioning nation back 

together from the wreckage of civil war.  No, the ADF had other plans.  They’d defy 

the new government, refuse to recognize Tripoli as the rightful successor to the 

Libyan political corpse clawing desperately for new life after the revolution.  One 

Libya wasn’t good enough for them.  They wanted their own Libya.  Eastern Libya.  

Cyrenaica, they called it.  A time-worn label found only on Italian colonial maps and 

outdated history books back when the country was divided between three different 

sultanates.  Cyrenaica in the east, with the Islamist stronghold of Benghazi as its 

crown.  Tripolitania in the west, home of the modern Libyan government since 

independence almost 70 years ago.  And the Fezzan, that southern wasteland of 

Saharan scrub and desert preferred only by nomads and gun-runners.  But you can’t 

make a country work with three heads.  One Libya.  It was the only way.  It was why 

Col. al-Arabi defected with most of his battalion from Qadhaffi’s army and stood 

together with the opposition forces back in 2011 to wrest control of the capital out 

of Qadhaffi’s grip.  To prevent chaos and needless bloodshed, it was better for him to 

betray his loyalty to Qadhaffi than to watch his country crumble from the inside.  
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That was almost three years ago.  Nothing had changed for the Colonel since then.  

Unity, order, stability remained the only recipe for national survival and the ADF 

was one cook too many, banging on the pots like a petulant child in an already 

overwhelmed kitchen. 

It was the ADF that brought al-Arabi and his battalion here to Ajdabiyah, an 

ugly windswept blister of a city otherwise forgettable but for the fact that major 

state-managed pipelines brought crude from the country’s interior into the town’s 

semi-functional port facilities for processing and ship-borne transit abroad.  The 

ADF did all but beg the military to show up at the city’s doorstep by brashly 

accosting the national government in Tripoli as an illegitimate failure and its Prime 

Minister Ali Zeidan a fraud.  And at the top of this contrarian trash heap was Ibrahim 

al-Jathran.  An opportunistic thug during the revolution, Jathran had made a name 

for himself by rallying the local Magharba tribesmen together to protect the oilfields 

and the pipelines around Ajdabiyah, and the oil-to-ship transfer facility fifteen 

kilometers away across the swathe of parched earth between the city and the port.  

For his efforts, the interim post-Qadhaffi government dubbed Jathran and his men 

the Petroleum Defense Forces, local heroes keeping Libya’s economic lifeblood safe 

and secure.  Then Jathran got greedy.  And ambitious.  Rather than share Ajdabiyah’s 

oil with the country, Jathran wanted it for himself so he could finance his own little 

empire perched on eastern Libya’s arid Mediterranean coastline.  He manipulated 

favor among the new political opposition front taking root in major eastern Libyan 

hubs like Benghazi, Darnah, and Tobruk, claiming that he shared their vision for a 

separate, autonomous, even independent Cyrenaica and that oil would make this 

vision a reality.  And he invoked tribal solidarity to draw his fellow Magharba 

tribesmen into the mix under the ADF banner, creating his own loyal militia bound 

by tribal fealty.  Then, in August 2013, Jathran and his ADF seized control of 

Ajdabiyah’s pipeline and the port, including three large tanker ships, hulking 

neglected remnants of the pre-revolution days when oil flowed from Ajdabiyah and 

money streamed into Tripoli that found new strategic value under the thumb of 

these Cyrenaican rabble-rousers.   
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Now Jathran was holding the Libyan economy hostage, keeping half of the 

country’s oil revenues out of anyone’s hands but his own, seeking shady buyers 

abroad while Tripoli could only watch as Jathran prepared to dole out Libyan oil like 

he was decanting tea from his own pitcher.  The arrogant bastard, al-Arabi mused, 

an image of the short, stocky, suit-wearing Jathran lodged in his mind’s eye.  Jathran 

co-opted Cyrenaican aspirations for his own gain and then used his tribal ties to 

shore up his flanks and flex his muscles.  Tripoli had been afraid to touch him for 

fear of sparking a renewed civil conflict in the restive East and upsetting the fragile 

post-revolution peace.  In less than a year Jathran had gone from a low-level gang-

leader to the pride of Cyrenaica and the Magharba tribe, rolling Tripoli back without 

having to fire a shot.  Had things been different, Jathran probably would’ve made a 

great politician, al-Arabi sniffed quietly to himself. 

One final swig from the canteen, and the Colonel rapped his knuckles against 

the 4x4’s hood.  “Captain?”  A young, crisply uniformed man exited the vehicle and 

snapped to attention.  “Captain, it’ll soon be dawn.  I don’t want us creeping toward 

the city under cover of dark like thieves.  We’re going to proceed straight down the 

main road and under the city’s western archway in broad daylight, for everyone to 

see.  Make our presence known in the right way.  Tell the men to wake up, clean up, 

and look presentable.  We need to look like professional soldiers.  Weapons slung, 

hands free, and pop the tops on the personnel carriers.  Let’s enter like we’re here to 

preserve peace, not pick a fight.” 

Those were his orders, after all.  Bring Ajdabiyah back under government 

control, without bloodshed if possible, and minimal bloodshed if necessary.  The 

new political leaders in Tripoli, fresh off of a chaotic but generally accepted national 

election, were well aware of their vulnerability.  Even Prime Minister Zeidan could 

not afford to relax.  After a series of predecessors fell to no-confidence votes, Zeidan 

had managed to last longer than all of them combined.  He was a negotiator at heart, 

a man of compromise, of give and take.  A human rights lawyer during the most 

repressive phase of Libya’s modern history, Zeidan was well-regarded as a 

consensus-builder, even as the parliamentarians from Benghazi and Tripoli 

squabbled endlessly with one another along their east-west rift.  But respect could 
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evaporate in a heartbeat, and Zeidan had told the Defense Ministry that a failure to 

act decisively against this Cyrenaican defiance could be his, and the country’s, 

undoing.   

Col. al-Arabi was the clear choice as Tripoli’s point man in Ajdabiyah.  The 

city had grown brazen under the control of Jathran and the ADF, but Libyan coffers 

were painfully low and Ajdabiyah was needed to resuscitate the dormant oil 

industry.  Al-Arabi was a rare phenomenon, a popular career soldier who rose 

through the ranks of Qadhaffi’s Army not through boot-licking or patronage to the 

bloated Qadhaffa tribe, but through pragmatism and genuine results, inclined to 

restraint wherever possible and force when necessary.  He could be trusted.  Tripoli 

needed this Ajdabiyah campaign to be a success, to discourage copycat insurgent 

pockets elsewhere in the East, to show that national unity must prevail over 

regional – even tribal – ties.  This was as much a political assignment as a military 

one, and al-Arabi understood what Tripoli was asking of him.  With one battalion 

primed and motivated for action at his fingertips, and the implied threat of more 

armed reinforcements if needed, al-Arabi was to bring Ajdabiyah back in line. 

“Captain, one last thing.” 

“Yes, Colonel?” 

“Let me know if any of our men fought in tribal militias during the revolution.  

If things get unpleasant, I need to know I can rely on every man here.  We’re past the 

time for soul-searching.  If there’s anyone you think may have divided loyalties, tell 

me.” 

“Yes, Colonel.” 

“Alright.”  The Colonel exhaled slowly, glancing at the city on the horizon.  

“The sunrise will be our cue.  Let’s not miss it.” 
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III 

The early morning haze clung to the bay like a shadow, a pewter envelope of 

Mediterranean salt and Saharan grit.  September could be fickle, and pressed 

between the dry summer and the winter rains the weather on the coast could tip in 

either direction.  Or hang uncomfortably in between.    “I hate days like this,” Uncle 

Hajj said, one stubby hand on the steering wheel, the other pinching a cigarette butt 

and gesturing toward the sea a few kilometers away from the pot-holed coastal 

road.  “It feels like we’re on the edge of a storm. Or in the eye of one.  Bad luck either 

way.” 

Farad was fast asleep in the back seat, his head bobbing in unison with each 

missing section of pavement the car rolled over.  Hamoud had no idea how his friend 

could sleep right now.  They had caught up with Uncle Hajj in the pre-dawn 

darkness as he was backing his old Volkswagen down the alley behind his house, 

waved him down and explained their reason for wanting to accompany him.  Uncle 

Hajj nodded in agreement, but he didn’t appear to take Hamoud’s urgency of 

purpose nearly as seriously as Hamoud did.  Farad had crawled into the back seat 

and promptly fell asleep, while Hamoud rode shotgun, somewhat surprised that 

Uncle Hajj agreed to their request without need of further convincing. 

“So what’ll happen when we get there?  Is there a test or something?  Will 

Jathran be there?  Will we be assigned to….” 

“Hold on,” Uncle Hajj interjected.  “Slow down, take a breath.  Allah, but 

everyone’s in a rush this morning.  First I get a call from Jibril al-Libi not fifteen 

minutes ago saying there was an ADF council meeting right now.  Didn’t say why.  

Then I pull out of the driveway and there’s you and Farad waving at me like 

madmen chasing away birds.  I don’t know what will happen today, Hamoud.  I don’t 

know if Jathran will be there.  He’s a busy man.  But no matter, you boys are both 

Magharba and this is your city, so if you want to come with me and sit in on the 

meeting that’s fine.” 

“But,” Hamoud started, his nervous enthusiasm feeling somehow diminished, 

“I thought you were bringing us to sign up for the ADF?” 
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“Sign up?” Uncle Hajj tossed Hamoud an amused glance.  “This isn’t the 

military, Hamoud, or a soccer team.  You don’t sign up, or try out, or some such 

nonsense.  You just become part of the effort.  It’s your birthright, and that’s more 

than enough.” 

The road, flanked by rusty sections of pipeline and dilapidated chain-link 

fence, soon gave way to a midtown intersection, then another, and swung through a 

handful of stop signs usually ignored by local traffic.  After winding through a few 

city blocks, Uncle Hajj steered the creaking VW around a large, squat cinderblock 

structure and parked it next to a tree stump. “What, no valet?” Uncle Hajj looked at 

the boys, hoping for a laugh.  “Must be too early,” he quipped to himself against their 

dismissive silence. 

Uncle Hajj led the boys to the back of the structure, more like a warehouse 

than the headquarters of the town’s most renowned fighting force.  Passing through 

a nondescript archway, the three entered into an open-air gravel courtyard where a 

few dozen men sat around small fires, boiling water for tea or feeding rounds into 

the long crescent clips of their AK-47s.  The mood was collegial, with a quiet din of 

friendly conversation.   Hamoud recognized several of the faces, mostly relatives 

once removed and friends of neighbors.  “Don’t linger, boys.  It’s this way,” Uncle 

Hajj tilted his head away from the courtyard. 

Past the courtyard they entered a darkened doorway, and it took several 

seconds for Hamoud’s eyes to adjust and realize they were walking down a long 

corridor toward an electric light in the distance.  Just before reaching the light, a 

body stood in their way.  “Hang on, Hajj.  Who are they?” the voiced asked, ripe with 

stern and practiced suspicion. 

“What,  you don’t recognize them?”  Uncle Hajj replied.  “That’s Farad al-

Firhani, Sheikh Ibn Firhan’s nephew.  Good bloodline, the Firhani.  You know, my 

own lineage is only three generations removed from them.  Had my great-

grandfather married differently, by Allah you’d be calling me sheikh!  And him, that’s 

Hamoud…” 

“Hamoud al-Tanaan,” the sentry finished the name, his voice softening.  “I 

knew your brother, Idriss.  We were in school together, a long time ago.  And I know 
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who your father was.  I’m sorry for your loss. You should be proud, being the son of 

a martyr for the city.”  The young man paused for a moment, then regained his rigid 

countenance. “What are you doing here?” 

“Fresh meat!” Uncle Hajj exclaimed, his arms out like he was offering the 

boys on a platter. 

“No, really,” the sentry insisted, “what’s going on?   

Hamoud summoned his courage, took a breath, and barely squeaked out 

“we’re here to join the ADF,” instantly regretting the unfortunately timed crack in 

his voice. 

Farad, who had only recently perked up from his nap in the car, tried to come 

to his friend’s rescue and smooth over the gaffe. “And maybe impress our future 

wives!” 

The sentry snorted.  “You think that’s funny, Farad?” he leaned in as Farad’s 

smirk rapidly vanished.  “You think this is your personal ego boost?  We do serious 

work here, boys.  We’re not your babysitter, and we’re not a match-maker.  You, 

Farad, think it’ll be so funny the next time someone comes to your uncle the sheikh 

and tells him that his nephew is a funny man, making jokes about the ADF?  And 

how old are you guys, anyway?  You’re wasting all our time here.” 

“Calm down, brother, calm down,” said Uncle Hajj, trying to take the rough 

burr off the mood.  “You were young once.  You still are, while, by Allah, I’m getting 

old!  No one is mocking the ADF, and no one needs to become agitated.  It’s fine for 

the boys to be here at the meeting.  Someone needs to sweep the floors and bring us 

tea, right?”  Uncle Hajj laughed, patting the sentry on the shoulder as he ushered the 

boys into the lit room.  “All friends, all brothers here,” he continued as the sentry 

shook his head and stepped back from the doorway.  “Just ahead, boys. Quick now, 

and sit there on the floor in the back.  Seems like the ADF needs the wise counsel of 

Uncle Hajj this morning.  Don’t stray, and I’ll collect you when this is finished.” 

The windowless room was packed with men of all ages and bristling with 

anticipation.  A low table was perched in the center, and at it sat a handful of 

serious-looking ADF superiors, some in jeans, some in broadcloth tunics, most with 

their weapons slung across their backs.  All of them wore field jackets emblazoned 
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on the pocket with a flash of white canvas and the letters “ADF” scrawled in black 

marker.  On the floor in concentric circles around the table, men sat cross-legged 

and whispered to one another, AKs resting between their knees.  Hamoud and Farad 

barely found an open patch of concrete floor in the corner on which to sit, 

practically on top of one another in the cramped space.  Uncle Hajj slid on his ADF 

field jacket and pulled a folding chair from the hallway, sidling up to the table at the 

center of the room.  No sooner had he uttered “so, Jibril, what’s so urgent this 

morning?” to the man seated beside him when the room fell silent, and in strode 

Mohamed Abubakar, deputy commander of the ADF. 

Abubakar was hand-picked by Jathran to oversee ADF operations in 

Ajdabiyah since the group’s earliest days, and just as Jathran had evolved into a 

leader, Abubakar had become his archetypal stalwart lieutenant.  Tall, with ropey, 

powerful arms he habitually folded across his chest like an irritated genie, Abubakar 

oozed a competence tinged with the potential for violence.  He was a pipeline 

construction worker before the revolution, with the strong back and leathery face to 

prove it.  In his late 30s, Abubakar was among the first in Ajdabiyah to join the 

militia movement against Qadhaffi’s forces after an artillery shell struck his home, 

killing his wife and youngest son under an avalanche of cinderblock ash and 

shattered concrete. His knowledge of the pipeline layout, its strengths and 

vulnerabilities, allowed him to become a local shot-caller, placing tribal militia at 

key spots along the pipeline to keep it out of Qadhaffi’s hands.  Like Jathran, he was 

named to the Petroleum Defense Forces after the war, and once the two met they 

became inseparable; Jathran the strategist with political vision, and Abubakar the 

tactician with ruthless cunning on the ground.  Together, they had made the ADF 

more than a militia.  It was a fighting force.  Ajdabiyah’s fighting force, the Magharba 

tribe’s fighting force.  Jathran was its face and its head, to be sure, while Abubakar 

was its fist and its spine. 

“Gentlemen,” Abubakar began, the four inch white stripe of scar tissue from 

his eyebrow to his temple creasing as he fixed his gaze on everyone in the room, “I’ll 

get right to it.  Early this morning, our sentry on the outskirts of town spotted what 

can only be a military convoy.”  A general and urgent murmur spread across the 
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room like a swarm of wasps.  Abubakar let the chatter subside on its own, and 

resumed. “That’s why we called this meeting.  Ibrahim al-Jathran, Allah preserve 

him, cannot be here today.  We’re keeping him safe, somewhere else.  But he wants 

to speak to all of us.”  Abubakar extended his arm brusquely and opened his hand, as 

another man placed a cell phone in the outstretched palm.  “Quiet down, lean in 

closer, and listen.” 

Abubakar activated the speaker function and held the phone up like a torch.  

“Brothers,” the voice began, none other than Jathran himself.  Hamoud could hardly 

believe it.  “Brothers, we knew this day would come.  We called Tripoli a horde of 

toothless jackals, and now that we’ve taken the port they unleash the dogs.  We 

expected no less from this sham government than to shake its fist in our faces.  And 

we are ready.”  Voices in the room rose in agreement.  “Brothers,” Jathran continued, 

“during the revolution, the world learned what Magharba strength could accomplish 

when we kept Qadhaffi’s poison from spreading into our oil.  The world will again 

learn what it can do against this new usurper!  Ajdabiyah’s oil is your oil, your 

legacy, you were born to control it.  That’s why Allah brought each of us to life here 

in this town, so close to the pipeline.  Tripoli did not fight to protect it, like it did not 

fight to protect us.  It was our blood that was shed, our sisters and mothers who 

mourned our martyred heroes.  Now Tripoli thinks it can take what is not Tripoli’s 

for the taking.  We cannot allow that to happen.  We will not!  Brace yourselves, for 

the time ahead will bring us challenges.  But Allah knows we Magharba are born to 

meet every challenge, and we will prevail again!  Allah be praised, and Allah bless all 

of you, my brothers.” 

The room erupted in defiant cheer.  Fists and weapons were thrust and 

pumped overhead, as Jathran’s name was repeated over and over like a war cry.  

Hamoud could barely process the spectacle.  A room packed full of angry men, 

whipped into a frenzy and pledging their last breath to the cell phone in Abubakar’s 

hand.  After a moment, Hamoud began to comprehend the significance of what he 

was hearing and seeing unfold around him.  It began to dawn on him that he was a 

witness – no, a part of – something big that would soon happen, starting now.  The 

idea of army vehicles and soldiers outside the city didn’t make him afraid.  It made 
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him angry.  Jathran was right.  Uncle Hajj was right.  This was his city, his tribe, his 

oil.  This time, he would not cower under a table with Mother while artillery shells 

tore the city to rubble.  Father was dead, and Idriss was far away.  But Hamoud was 

not alone.  He was surrounded by the ADF.  His ADF.  These men were bound to him 

and he to them, and all of them bound to Jathran, and to the shared fate of 

Ajdabiyah.  Hamoud’s eyes sought out Farad amid the clamor, and his friend looked 

confused and anxious.  Poor Farad, Hamoud thought, I must explain to him later why 

this is the best day of our lives.  Scanning the room further, Hamoud caught a 

glimpse of Uncle Hajj.  He had lit a cigarette and was leaning heavily against the 

table on his forearms, quietly facing away from the deluge of righteous fury 

unleashed in the small concrete room. 
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IV 

Col. al-Arabi was, overall, pleased with the first two weeks of the operation.  

His decision to garrison the battalion in a tent camp on the northwestern outskirts 

of town amid the scrub brush and knotted olive trees had been a prudent first step.  

In this scrap of land between the city of Ajdabiyah and the port facility, the military’s 

presence was sure to be noticed, as was the intention.  Al-Arabi’s forces could be a 

constant presence in Ajdabiyah’s collective awareness without having to burrow 

into the city itself, at once both visible and removed from the curtain of residential 

housing where the city’s cusp gave way to the sparse coastal plain.  The troops could 

see any threat approaching them across the blank vista between the camp and the 

discernable edge of town barely a kilometer away.  Much better than being harassed 

by a sniper’s pot-shots or stones lobbed through windows had the Colonel instead 

opted to occupy a police station or government building in the claustrophobic maze 

of central Ajdabiyah.  And, best of all, the site chosen for the base camp was less than 

a hundred meters away from the pipeline itself.  Too far out, major sections of the 

pipeline extended anonymously out into the desert, buried in a shallow linear 

trench to protect it from the elements and human tampering.  And too close in, the 

pipeline ran upon a steel framework skirting through the northern section of the 

city before terminating at the port, all provocatively within ADF territory.  But here, 

Col. al-Arabi could send just the right message.  This was not the ADF’s pipeline, it 

was Libya’s pipeline, and the military had come to assert control.  

There was one drawback.  Proximity to the tangle of transfer pipes, 

compressors, and manifolds at the oil-processing port that channeled crude into the 

bellies of tanker ships meant the pipeline periodically rattled and groaned as if it 

was streaming rocks instead of oil.  Al-Arabi expected it would hum like a giant 

fluorescent bulb, not this metallic clanking.  He understood why.  Once a proud 

artery of Libya’s oil economy, the Ajdabiyah pipeline had been carefully tended to 

and maintained by squads of government-funded engineers in white jumpsuits 

working around the clock to make it purr.    Now, nearly three years after the 

revolution, it wheezed and complained of its mounting disrepair.  Tribal operators 

south of the city kept the oil rigs plumbing the inky murk beneath the sand, while in 
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Ajdabiyah they kept the siphon pumps running near the port terminal, a 

synchronized straining of vacuum pressure and machine-driven suction that moved 

the black sludge in a northerly crawl.  Maintenance problems were fixed only as 

they arose, and then only by trusted tribal locals under the watch of ADF guards.  So 

the pipeline worked, but it did not hum.  The unpredictable racket of steel pipes 

expanding and contracting in painful millimeters would pierce the night air at 

irregular intervals and it had begun to affect al-Arabi’s sleep.  He envisioned the 

crude squeezing past knobby, black mucous deposits that formed inside the 

pipeline’s welded seams, like coursing blood choked by cholesterol-plastered veins.  

Each night lying on his cot rigidly posed like an Egyptian mummy, the Colonel could 

barely bring his eyelids to close, suspended on the edge of anticipation for the next 

bout of tubular thunder. All part of the job, he reminded himself, and he quickly 

came to order his morning tea to be brewed stronger and stronger. 

Al-Arabi the diplomat was having less success than al-Arabi the strategist.  

The day after the battalion’s symbolic parade under the city’s archway, Col. al-Arabi, 

his attending captain, and a handful of soldiers took the rag-top 4x4 into town to 

survey, and in turn be surveyed.  He knew the residents, and especially the ADF, 

would take stock of their every movement and news of whether the vehicle had 

turned right or left at an intersection would travel only a whisper behind the vehicle 

itself.  “Make eye contact, smile at the children, we’re just taking a spin around 

town,” the Colonel calmly expressed to the nervous captain behind the wheel.  “At 

the central market, take a right and find us a safe place to park.” 

The captain brought the truck to a halt near a spacious compound, a grand 

two-level residence with a large courtyard sheltered behind a six-foot wall of 

weathered concrete.  Despite the long shadow cast by the wall, the ornately carved 

wooden doors and filigree ironwork at the entrance were graciously welcoming.  

Hopefully their intel had been right, al-Arabi thought.  According to the member of 

parliament who represented Ajdabiyah in the national assembly in Tripoli, this was 

the home of Sheikh Ibn Firhan, an influential tribal leader.  In a city of nearly 

150,000 people, more than half of them of the Magharba tribe and roughly 15,000 of 

those Magharba sympathetic to the ADF, a courtesy call to a Magharba sheikh might 
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yield the Colonel a bit of local goodwill.  And if not that, it would at least give him a 

chance to size the man up. 

Before al-Arabi could knock on the door, a small wooden panel retracted and 

revealed a lean face with an arched brow and a sculpted beard.  “You cannot be here, 

Col. al-Arabi,” the man said politely but resolutely. 

“So you knew I’d be coming, Sheikh Firhan,” al-Arabi returned.  “It seems as 

though you have as good an intelligence network as I do.” 

“Please understand,” the sheikh answered, “I cannot be seen receiving you.  

Receiving the military.  You are not welcome in Ajdabiyah.  If I open this door to you, 

we are not the only ones with knowledge of this meeting.”  The sheikh, in his early 

40s, wearing an open-collared shirt and pressed slacks, was not what al-Arabi was 

expecting.  This man, well-groomed and with a quiet, almost gentle aura of authority 

seemed more like a banker or a city administrator than a tribal sheikh.  Al-Arabi 

anticipated long robes and a broadcloth head-wrapping, not the business-casual 

attire his eyes now measured. 

“Sheikh Firhan, I want only to talk.  It’s in both our interests.  You know why 

I’m here.” 

“Of course,” the sheikh replied.  “And that’s why I can’t receive you.  You have 

not come to discuss peace or the weather, Colonel.  You’ve come to ask for my 

assistance for the ADF to lay down its arms and open the port to your men.  I cannot 

do that.  I have no personal love for the ADF, but as long as a single Magharba stands 

with the ADF I cannot choose sides against my tribe.  So I cannot let you enter here.  

But, perhaps…” the sheikh trailed off in a pregnant silence. 

The Colonel intuitively picked up on the hint. “Perhaps if we met under 

different circumstances, Sheikh?”  

“Perhaps,” came the answer.  “I will try to send word to you later and 

perhaps I will hear what you have to say.  But for now, under the eyes of the city, I 

must ask that you withdraw.”   

 With that, the wooden panel slid back into place and left Col. al-Arabi staring 

at a closed door.  “So much for local hospitality,” he said, glancing toward the 

captain.  “That’s enough for today.  One closed door, but maybe an open one as well.”  
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The men returned to the vehicle, and wove their way out of the narrow downtown 

streets.  After a few minutes, a sharp impact thud snapped everyone in the truck to 

instant alarm and the captain slammed on the brakes.  Col. al-Arabi stepped out of 

the vehicle, his hand hovering over his holstered pistol, and saw a cluster of pre-teen 

boys just before they sprinted away and disappeared around a corner.  A fresh dent 

in the side panel of the 4x4 caught his eye, as did the broken brick a few feet away 

that was no doubt the culprit.  “So much for local hospitality indeed.” 
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V 

“So, how’s it going?” Idriss asked, genuinely interested but also cautious, his 

voice heavy with sleep.  “It’s 3:00 a.m. and you called me, so I assume it’s important.” 

“It is,” Hamoud began, trying to sound grave.  “Sorry it’s so late.  I couldn’t 

sleep and I needed to make sure I’d get you when I called.  So, you know that the 

army arrived about three weeks ago and dug in on the outskirts of town.  They set 

up their own little compound, with tents and sandbags and barbed wire.  And about 

400 soldiers.  They’ve started patrolling the streets, interviewing people, acting like 

they own the place.” 

“And what do you want me to do about it?” Idriss exhaled impatiently then 

took a moment to recalibrate his senses, his disrupted sleep gradually giving way to 

his brother’s urgency.   

“Commander Abubakar asked all of us to think of ways we can track the 

soldiers without provoking them.  I thought you might have some ideas, back from 

your militia days.” 

“What, did the ADF run out of floors for you and Farad to sweep?  No more 

firewood and tea to hand out?” Idriss quipped, mostly in jest but weighed to tweak 

Hamoud’s disappointment that, for the past three weeks, he and Farad had done 

little else for the ADF cause than assorted housekeeping chores at the headquarters 

building while Tripoli’s soldiers strutted around his hometown.  Hamoud had been 

so inspired by Jathran’s call to action, as if the phone in Abubakar’s hand that fateful 

morning nearly a month ago was speaking just to him.  And so crestfallen to have 

become a gopher, an impotent teenage acolyte on the margin of the ADF’s looming 

destiny. 

“This is serious.  C’mon, how do you follow soldiers without them finding 

out?” 

“Hamoud, I don’t know.  And I really don’t want to be giving you ideas that 

might get you into trouble with the army.” Idriss’ words offered resistance, but his 

voice seemed increasingly inclined toward the possibility of indulging Hamoud, if 

only to bring the phone call that had interrupted his sleep closer to some conclusion 

that would satisfy Hamoud’s odd inquiry.  He sighed deeply, trying to engage.  “Okay.  
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Well, the military has the advantage.  They can operate out in the open.  You do that 

and you might as well paint a target on your back.  So, something clever, something 

that puts some distance between you and them but that allows you to still keep an eye 

on what’s going on. Something that you can use to see or hear, something… technical.  

Is that what you’re talking about, Hamoud?  Because this sounds like a surveillance 

question.” 

Surveillance.  That was the word that had been eluding Hamoud since 

Abubakar’s charge echoed in his head.  Hearing Idriss say it was like a lantern lifted 

through fog.  “Yes!  Surveillance.  Cameras, bugs, things like that!” Hamoud perked 

up, his attention now given a lattice around which cling.  “More!” 

“Uh….” Idriss was struggling to form a complete thought, now almost fully 

awake.  “Someone would first need to get close.  Close to a vehicle or a soldier so a 

device could be planted.” 

“That’s not an option,” Hamoud interrupted.  “We’re under orders to stay 

clear of the soldiers.  No provocation.  We can’t give them a justification to start 

clamping down hard.” 

“Orders?  Hamoud, listen to you.  You sweep floors.  What business is it of yours 

to come up with a surveillance plan for the ADF?  Let them worry about it, and you just 

stay out of the way.”  Hamoud became immediately impatient that Idriss had taken a 

protective step backward. He knew Idriss still wasn’t comfortable with the idea of 

his participation in the ADF, even if he was surrounded by Magharba tribesmen 

honor-bound to keep him safe, and even if Hamoud’s best friend was connected by 

blood to the neighborhood sheikh.  “I’d rather you went on being the ADF’s 

chambermaid and kept out of sight, Hamoud, especially now that Commander What’s-

His-Name is reaching for any wild suggestion.  Doesn’t that bother you? This is a 

militia, not a think tank.  Technical surveillance is a little out of their league.”  Idriss’ 

indulgence of the surveillance question seemed to be swinging backward on its 

hinge, as though he was regretting his begrudging engagement now that Hamoud 

was taking the idea beyond the realm of the purely hypothetical.   
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“Idriss, c’mon, stay focused.  And it’s Commander Abubakar.” Hamoud 

paused, regaining his composure.  “You want me to stand back, that’s fine.  Then tell 

me how I can stand back and still help the effort.  Go back to that surveillance thing.” 

“Hamoud, why is this such a big deal for you?  Why do you need to be giving the 

ADF ideas on surveillance?” 

“Because …” Hamoud answered, almost sheepishly, “… because if I come up 

with the idea…” 

“You’ll get the credit,” Idriss completed the thought. 

“Yeah.” 

Hamoud could hear Idriss breathing out in quiet frustration.  He became 

achingly worried that in Idriss’ urge to preserve him from harm, he would deny 

Hamoud the answer he desperately sought.  Deny him the chance to make a real 

contribution to the defense of Ajdabiyah.  Never would it be Hamoud’s turn to prove 

his worth to the tribe, never would he earn the recognition that his brother had.  Not 

by killing soldiers, but rather just by showing the courage necessary to hold fast in 

the face of oppression, and by sheer will and Allah’s grace to emerge a better man.  

For a fleeting moment, Hamoud conjured the image of him, not Idriss, holding their 

father’s bullet-strewn body behind a sandbagged trench, and as soon as it formed 

the image began to dissolve like the dawn mist in morning sunlight. 

“Hamoud, promise me something.” 

“What?” Hamoud tentatively sensed there was still a sliver of hope. 

“If I help you with this, if I give you an idea, you promise to be smart about it.  

Don’t let someone put an AK in your hands and tell you to do something you know 

might get you hurt.  Can you make that promise?” 

“I think so.  I mean yes, yes I can make that promise.”  Even as he said the 

words, Hamoud wasn’t entirely sure how true they were.  But he wanted them to be. 

“Do you know what a drone is?” 
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VI 

“Captain, sometimes opportunity comes in strange ways.  It seems today it 

comes in a bag of dates.”  The captain looked quizzically at Col. al-Arabi, as if posed 

with the answer to an unasked riddle.  The Colonel, with the captain and their 

armed guards, had made it a practice personally to inspect the periodic troop 

patrols in downtown Ajdabiyah in a conspicuous display of authority.  A visit to the 

date and nut stand at the central market had also become routine, one small 

indulgence al-Arabi permitted himself so the sweetness of the dates could help 

dispel the bitter taste of strong morning tea.   Usually, the Colonel shelled a few 

coins into the vendor’s hand and ignored the look of disdain on the old man’s face.  

This morning, the vendor was strangely insistent about the transaction and made 

sure the small brown bag of dates was handed over with added deliberacy, which al-

Arabi found odd.  Strolling back from the market toward the 4x4 and tossing dates 

into his mouth one at a time, al-Arabi’s fingers detected the texture of paper nestled 

amid the sticky clumps of date meat.  He pulled a small folded note from the bag, 

plied it open carefully with one hand close to his chest while scanning back and 

forth along the limestone street.  He glanced down at the note, casually yet quickly, 

and then smiled to himself.  It was an address and a time, with instructions to arrive 

discreetly.  Excellent.  Sheikh Firhan’s “perhaps” uttered from behind a closed door 

nearly a week earlier had just become an invitation. 

________________________ 

 

 An uneventful afternoon at the base camp yielded to a crisp, clear evening, 

and Col. al-Arabi and the captain, minus their usual armed guards, drove back into 

the city.  “Are you sure this is a good idea?” the captain asked during the ride from 

the camp.  A fair question, al-Arabi thought.  “Captain, we’ll be fine.  The Sheikh 

knows that if he allows anything to happen to us, the Air Force will bomb this town 

into a submissive dust heap.  Just drive, keep your sidearm in your waistband under 

your shirt, and let me do the talking.”  They parked in a dimly lit alley a half-

kilometer away from the central market, stashed their hats in the back seat and 

swapped their uniform shirts for non-descript windbreakers.  They walked to the 
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end of the street and stood next to a broken streetlamp, as the note instructed.  A 

small boy emerged from the darkness, hissed through his teeth to get al-Arabi’s 

attention, and made a quick beckoning gesture with his thin hand.  “I think our 

chaperone has arrived,” al-Arabi said, trying to ease the captain’s obvious concern. 

 The two men followed the boy through the empty streets, zigzagging in a 

confusing series of hard turns and switchbacks.  After nearly ten minutes of tugging 

on the invisible leash through Ajdabiyah’s shadowy backstreets, the boy halted, 

pointed to the gate of a run-down residential complex, and said “number 5” before 

dashing off back into the blackness.  Al-Arabi and the captain pushed through a 

creaking gate and counted the numbers on the apartment doors one by one until 

they reached number 5.  Al-Arabi knocked lightly, as the captain patted the butt of 

the pistol in his waistband to reassure himself that it was still there.  A young man 

opened the door, peered out and to each side before waving al-Arabi and the captain 

to enter.  Sheikh Firhan, seated at a folding card table at the end of the room with 

several other men, swept an open hand over two empty chairs.  “Please, sit.” 

 Tea was brought to the table, and Sheikh Firhan introduced the men around 

him to al-Arabi and the captain.  “These men join us tonight as representatives of the 

Magharba tribe.  They sit with me on the tribal council and no decision is made until 

we’ve all discussed it together.  I thought it appropriate that they join us.” 

“That’s fine,” the Colonel replied, “I’m not one to deny the audience of 

reasonable men.”  The Colonel nodded respectfully in turn at each man, making 

certain to lock eyes for the full count of two seconds.  “And who is that?” al-Arabi 

gestured to the figure of Uncle Hajj who had been standing quietly just outside the 

room in the kitchen. 

“That’s Mohammed al-Hajji.  A friend.  He too can be trusted.” 

The Colonel instantly saw the white ADF patch on Uncle Hajj’s jacket but 

tried to hide the pinch of anger he felt at the ADF’s unwanted stain on this meeting 

behind a mask of civility.  No doubt this Mohammed al-Hajji intended his ADF 

allegiance to be communicated.  “Al-Hajji?” he said, “so you’ve made the great 

pilgrimage.  Good for you.  Are you a devout man, Mohammed al-Hajji?” 
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“Only when I need to be,” Uncle Hajj answered, leaning nonchalantly against 

the wall as he peeled an orange.  He had caught the brief contact the Colonel’s eyes 

made with his ADF insignia.  “Which seems to be more and more the older I get.  

Wouldn’t you agree, Colonel?” 

Al-Arabi decided candor was a better strategy than this polite posturing.  

“Devout to what, al-Hajji? Allah, or Ibrahim al-Jathran?” 

Uncle Hajj’s whiskered cheeks folded into a smile.  “There is room in my 

heart for both, Colonel, but tonight I am not here representing either one.” 

“So then why are you here?” al-Arabi shot back quickly. 

Uncle Hajj continued to smile but without warmth, his eyes never leaving the 

Colonel’s stare.  “My city,” he said, gesturing all around.  “My tribe,” his stubby index 

finger tapping the white ADF patch on his chest.  “And,” Uncle Hajj pointed at Sheikh 

Firhan, “my sheikh.” 

 Col. al-Arabi paused for a moment, gauging the words that Uncle Hajj left 

hanging in the air between them.  “Your city, your tribe, and your sheikh, al-Hajji… 

they all reside within my Libya.  Do you esteemed gentlemen understand that?  You 

can have your city and your tribe, but you must recognize that you are part of 

something bigger than just yourselves, and certainly bigger than the ADF.  I don’t 

want to argue politics, only to explain reality.  The ADF is the danger here, and it will 

drag your tribe into a bloody hole unless you cooperate with me.  Let me push the 

ADF out of this town and your tribe can go on, undisturbed and peacefully within my 

Libya.  And your Libya.” 

 Sheikh Firhan redirected al-Arabi’s attention off Uncle Hajj and back onto 

himself.  “Colonel,” he began, with the natural patience of a hereditary leader of men, 

“my concern is that your words and your actions will come from different places.  All 

the men in this room love our tribe above all else.  But we disagree about Jathran.  

Yes, Jathran is Magharba and he might be able to make Ajdabiyah rich and to make 

Cyrenaica more than just a dream of independence.  But me, I worry about the cost.  

I worry about what happens when people in this city turn to Jathran and the ADF to 

resolve their problems instead of me or one of the elders in this room.  I worry that 
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generations of tradition will be brushed aside when people realize that many 

problems can, sadly, be answered with a fist or a bullet instead of a tribal council.” 

The Sheikh sensed he had al-Arabi’s ear, that his message was being received, and 

continued, firmer. “Colonel, your Libya is not my Libya.  Whenever Tripoli comes to 

Ajdabiyah, it comes with soldiers and it comes for the oil.  It doesn’t matter if it was 

Qadhaffi in a uniform, or now your Prime Minister Zeidan in a suit.  Where has 

Tripoli been for the past three years, with something to offer us instead of take from 

us?  Where was your Libya when my tribe rebuilt this city from rubble the last time 

regime soldiers came here?  For three years, tribal authority has been the only 

authority that people here could rely on.  Yes, I worry that the ADF will undermine 

that.  But I also worry that your presence here will do the same thing.” 

The Colonel stroked his beard, inhaled deeply and inflated his broad chest, 

then leaned in slightly over the table.  “Sheikh, elders, I hear words of reason and 

wisdom.  Now hear mine.  Ajdabiyah is not the only town in Libya that suffered 

during and since the revolution.  It’s been hard for everyone.  But now the 

government is trying.  Trying to make us a country.  I want all of us to be part of that 

country, and there is room in it for you and for me.  But not for the ADF.  I suggest 

we make tonight’s meeting a regular occurrence.  We can change locations at your 

choosing and preserve everyone’s secrecy, but I suspect it will take some convincing 

for you to see that sooner or later my troops, not the ADF, will control the port.  That 

can be a good thing for your tribe, if you work with me.  I’d rather not say just how 

unpleasant the alternative could be if you do not.” 

The conversation lasted late into the night and through several pots of sweet 

mint tea served by the sheikh’s attendant.  Al-Arabi did not agree with everything he 

heard, and he knew that many of his words chafed against the tribal sensibilities of 

the elders gathered in the small room under a cracked plaster ceiling and the harsh 

light of a kerosene lantern.  But at least one message became clear.  Not all of 

Ajdabiyah, and not all of the Magharba, were in the ADF’s pocket.  Strategic footing, 

al-Arabi thought.  The rest could be earned in inches through dialog.  Or taken by 

just the right application of force if this covert diplomacy failed.  Either way would 

be acceptable to the Colonel.  
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VII 

 It had been an agonizing three weeks waiting for Idriss’ package to arrive, 

threading its way from fishing boat to fishing boat before it finally reached 

Ajdabiyah.  Commander Abubakar had been calling weekly meetings of the ADF 

members, excoriating the room for their lack of vigilance in monitoring the 

military’s activities.  Troop patrols were now regular throughout the town, and it 

felt more and more that the mantle of control was slipping away from the ADF by 

inertia.  “We need to do better,” Abubakar barked at nearly every meeting.  “We 

need to keep the army in fear that we’re behind every corner and we know 

everything that’s happening here.  Uncle Hajj tells me his informants have learned 

that some tribal leaders -- we don’t know which ones yet -- are indulging Tripoli’s 

goon, this Col. al-Arabi, by meeting with him in secret.  We are all Magharba and 

Jathran, Allah preserve him, wants us to stand together against the intruder.  We 

need to keep the military under constant observation, even if that means watching 

the people here in town.  I’ve asked all of you for ideas, and all I’ve heard so far are 

hare-brained schemes.  I even agreed to give Uncle Hajj a thousand euros to buy a, a, 

what is it,… a drone, from Europe.” Hamoud cringed at the mention of his idea, 

Idriss’ idea, still linked to Uncle Hajj who had agreed on Hamoud’s behalf to raise the 

surveillance strategy to the ADF central command.  Sweeping the concrete floor in 

silence with a haggard broom at the far edge of the meeting room, Hamoud was, for 

once, almost grateful for his low profile and forgettable status within the 

organization. 

 The device itself cost about 600 euros, and was purchased as a kit by Idriss. 

In Rome.  He said the idea came to him because of the cat-and-mouse game the 

Italian police and the illegal immigrants in the tenement neighborhoods played.  

“The cops started using these little drones to monitor us.  Not like the big drones the US 

uses to launch missiles in Afghanistan and Yemen, but small.  You could carry one in 

your arms.  Well, I could, maybe you couldn’t.  The cops fly them over the tenements to 

peek in windows and look for illegals so they don’t have to strap on riot gear and cram 

into unlit stairwells, chasing poor, nice North African guys like me just looking for a 

break in Europe.  These things are everywhere.  Toy stores, hobby shops, even the 
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airport has a little kiosk selling kits in boxes.  Some of the Libyan guys here pooled 

their money and bought one to use on the cops, to check for undercover police cars and 

monitor the perimeter of the tenement for potential police activity. One guy flies the 

drone, mounted with a little camera, using an RC controller, and another guy watches 

the video on his computer.  I helped fix it a few weeks ago after it made a hard landing.  

It’s pretty cool.  I can get you a kit here in Rome, put some of it together, and send it 

back to you in Libya.”  That was what the other 400 euro was for, so Idriss could buy 

cooperation from the Libyan boat captains, the same ones who had smuggled him 

and hundreds of other young Libyan men to Italy via Lampudesa over a year ago. 

 Now the drone had arrived, and Hamoud would have his chance to 

contribute something of substance instead of shrinking behind a broom or tea tray.  

It came in several pieces in a tattered cardboard box.  Idriss had assembled most of 

the technical components of the drone, a Parallax ELEV-8 kit he bought in pieces 

from gray-market sellers.  Idriss wired the four rotor components himself to make 

sure they worked in level unison.  He had tinkered to reinforce the spiderleg shafts 

that attached to each rotor and configured the frame to accommodate a small, GoPro 

digital camera in a durable plexiglass shroud. The body of the drone, dismantled for 

its Mediterranean transit, had to be carefully fitted together by Hamoud with help 

from Farad, who poured over schematics downloaded from the Internet and 

installed the camera’s software.  Farad’s father was Sheikh Firhan’s brother, and 

through family money and connections Farad had come into possession of a 

refurbished laptop.  Hamoud was enthusiastic that his friend be the “tech” helming 

the computer and Hamoud the drone’s RC operator, a two-man team like the Libyan 

illegals scanning for police in Rome.  It took the boys three full days of frustrated 

assembly and reassembly in Farad’s courtyard until the kit finally came together.  

The four rotors, each the size of a small dinner plate, formed a crown around a 

central boxframe chassis.  The model was popular among radio-control hobbyists 

while still simple enough to be an exotic gift to spoiled European kids from their 

spoiled European parents and uncles.  “Just think, Farad,” Hamoud exclaimed to his 

friend while waving a screwdriver like a conductor’s wand mid-way through the 
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assembly project, “you and I could be the eyes of the ADF.  After the next meeting, 

let’s approach Commander Abubakar with this.”   

 Farad mimicked Hamoud’s gesture with teasing exaggeration. “Or, maybe 

just fly this thing around, for fun.  Oh, hey, you used to have a crush on Fatima al-

Slimani.  Maybe we swing by her house and see if this camera works and….” 

“Farad, I beg you not to finish that thought,” Hamoud chuckled out loud.  

“Priorities.  Besides, if we get this thing working and earn our way up the ADF ranks, 

Fatima al-Slimani will come to us.” 

“I suppose.” The smile slowly eroded from Farad’s face.  “Y’know, Hamoud, 

the truth is I haven’t had a terrible time these past few weeks at headquarters.  We 

get to hang out together, listen to the guys trade war stories in the courtyard, 

everyone calls us “brother” and sneaks us smokes.  It’s not so bad.  I wouldn’t 

complain if the ADF and the Army dance around each other for as long as they want, 

but I’m not sure that our taking a bigger role here will be as great as you say it will.” 

Hamoud looked deflated.  “Farad… it’s different for me than it is for you.  

You’re part of the Firhani clan.  You could not lift a finger for the next few years and 

still probably get a decent job, find a hot girlfriend, maybe even go to university.  My 

uncle isn’t a sheikh.  Me,.. well, I don’t…” 

“Don’t what?” Farad probed, pretending the drone diagram on the laptop 

screen suddenly demanded all his attention so he could avoid Hamoud’s drooping 

gaze. 

“I don’t have the same opportunities you do.  Those guys in the HQ courtyard 

call you “brother” because you’re Firhani, related to the sheikh.  They don’t call me 

much of anything.  In a year or two, you’ll probably outgrow me and move on with 

your life.  And I’ll still be here, alone in this shithole town, without you or Idriss or 

my father, or even a girlfriend.  The ADF is really all I’ve got to build on.  I… I need 

this.” 

Farad glanced up from the screen, smiled softly at Hamoud, and nodded 

toward the heaps of tiny screws and reinforcing brackets piled between them.  

“Then I guess we’d better get this damn drone together, right?  Unless you wanted to 

swing past Fatima al-Slimani’s house first.”   
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Hamoud laughed, rapping Farad’s kneecap with the screwdriver.  “Thanks, 

Farad.  Thanks for understanding.  Now, help me install this camera.” 

________________________ 

 

After Commander Abubakar called the next ADF meeting.  Hamoud and 

Farad raced through their chores making certain to finish before the meeting did 

and then sought out Uncle Hajj in the crowded room.  “You boys ready for this?” 

Uncle Hajj smiled and winked, trying to instill confidence.  “Abubakar knows you’ve 

got something to show him.  Please, by Allah, don’t break this thing before you show 

him!  Now, go get your bird.”  Hamoud and Farad ran out to Uncle Hajj’s car, lifting 

the drone out of the trunk along with a gym bag containing the controller and 

Farad’s laptop, and marched it all back inside the headquarters building like they 

were carrying Cleopatra on a golden litter.  Hamoud’s heart was in his throat.  

Finally, the ADF’s Number Two Man, second only to Jathran himself, would connect 

Hamoud’s name and face and end his anonymity.  His moment to shine. 

“This is what you bring me, Hamoud al-Tanaan?  A toy?”  The beam of pride 

on Hamoud’s face slid away as if it had been slapped off.  Commander Abubakar 

looked at the drone the boys had rested gingerly on the table before him in disgust.  

“What am I supposed to do with this?  Amuse my children?” 

“No, no, it’s….” Hamoud was shaken, and tried to regain his composure in 

this, his first actual face-to-face talk with the ADF commander.  “Look, this is a 

camera.”  Hamoud pointed to the small translucent plastic cube cradled in the center 

of the four horizontal rotors.  

Uncle Hajj tried to come to Hamoud’s aid.  “Let’s take it outside, and the boy 

can show you what it does.” 

“Fine.”  Abubakar was on the verge of dismissing the whole endeavor 

outright.  “I took a chance on this, Hamoud.  Uncle Hajj said you had a clever idea 

and would need a thousand euro.  That’s a lot of money, but I trusted Uncle Hajj at 

his word.”  With this, Abubakar shot a hard glance at Uncle Hajj, a silent warning 

that he, like Hamoud, would bear the blame for any failure. 
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 Hamoud knew a thousand euro was hard to come by in Ajdabiyah.  Not for an 

important man like Jathran, to be sure, but for everyone else that could buy a 

decade‘s worth of charcoal and cooking fuel, as well as all the lamb and onions a 

person could possibly need to cook.  A thousand euro would power Uncle Hajj’s 

diesel VW for a year, replace the cracked windshield and off-color hood, and keep 

the car stocked with good tires and quality parts and service.  It would also buy 

three used AK-47s and a crate of a 7.62 caliber hard-nose rounds.  Or a thousand 

euro could purchase a drone.  Hamoud knew he had to prove it was worth the 

expense. 

 Hamoud activated the drone and cradled the RC controller in his hands, 

glancing a cue at Farad to fire up the laptop.  The rotors instantly whined into action, 

and Hamoud increased the throttle and tugged a small chrome lever with his 

fingertip.  The drone lifted off the table slowly, wobbling on a drunken axis as 

Hamoud made tiny corrections to the controller to stabilize the takeoff.   

 “It’s loud.  Almost sounds like a moped,” Abubakar jabbed, but his eyes 

stayed fixed on the upward spiral of the drone as it ascended higher in the air over 

the courtyard. 

Hamoud was unfazed, now engrossed with keeping the quad-copter aloft 

given only a few scant hours of practice before the day’s meeting had convened. “It’s 

a little loud up close, but if it’s far enough away or high enough you barely hear it.”  

He continued to adjust the controls.  “You see,” Hamoud explained, “the camera is 

fixed, but we can move the drone all around, and record the feed to its onboard data 

storage and then watch it once the drone comes back.  Or we can follow it here on 

the computer, exactly as it happens.  The camera has a WiFi transmitter, so all Farad 

had to do was download some software to make his laptop work like a WiFi hotspot 

and the camera feed spools right to his computer in real time.  Hamoud made a 

small semi-circle with his thumb and forefinger clenching the control lever gently in 

its hip-socket setting and the drone banked just overhead of where he, Abubakar, 

and Uncle Hajj were standing, their two-dimensional images simultaneously coming 

into view on the computer screen that Farad tilted in their direction.   
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Abubakar waved his hand, watching for the analogous reaction instantly 

transferred to Farad’s laptop screen.  His face brightened slightly but noticeably, 

riveted on the whirring device hovering twenty feet above his head.  “So it’s not a 

failure, yet,” Abubakar conceded, with a hint of menace directed at Hamoud and 

Uncle Hajj at what cost failure might have brought.  “But I need convincing, Hamoud.  

Impress me.  What do we do with your toy?” 

 

VIII 

 “You ignorant ass!” al-Arabi shouted as he swatted the young sergeant across 

the face with his hat.  “No one gave the order to fire!”  He sucked air in irate gasps, 

his brow trembling with anger.   

 “Colonel, I’m sorry.  But sir, they fired on us first. We had no….” 

 Al-Arabi froze the sergeant into abrupt silence with a steely glare.  “You’re 

just lucky no one died, or this whole operation would have been a waste of time.  

Now get the hell out of my command tent!”  The sergeant flashed an obligatory 

salute and tossed back the canvas flap in an urgent exit, the heat of al-Arabi’s anger 

almost palpable under the canopy where the Colonel now stood alone.  A few deep 

breaths. Why so angry, he asked himself.  It wasn’t the sergeant’s fault.   

It was a routine patrol that morning, four soldiers on foot walking through 

the western edge of the city, when a group of young boys began hurling rocks at 

them.  The soldiers shouted at the boys, who retorted with obscenities and more 

rocks.  One soldier darted toward the boys when the asphalt in front of him violently 

erupted into dust as the sharp crack of gunfire echoed in the narrow street.  

Someone was shooting at them, or at least near them, from a rooftop.  The soldiers 

each dropped to one knee and raised their assault rifles in a targeted bead scanning 

the outline of the rooftops that lined the street.  A few long seconds and another 

burst of gunfire struck the wall behind the soldiers, a barrel spitting a puff of orange 

flare at the eight o’clock position.  All four soldiers immediately concentrated their 

weapons at the source and squeezed off a controlled flurry of semi-automatic fire.  

“Back, back, back!” the squad sergeant screamed.  They were under orders not to 

engage the ADF while on patrol.  Return fire only to cover retreat, al-Arabi 
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instructed early on in the operation.  “No one goes home in a body bag, and no one 

makes a martyr out of an ADF thug,” the Colonel commanded. 

So the sergeant made the right call to pull back and report the incident.   Al-

Arabi would have done no differently were he in that same situation.  His anger was 

not directed at the sergeant.  It was just frustration.  His periodic secret meetings 

with the tribal elders were proving unproductive.  They had met several times since 

that first night, and he’d been dragged to every ramshackle corner of Ajdabiyah and 

every broken-down safehouse that secrecy demanded.  Either the tribal leaders 

were stalling, trying to buy time until someone in the ADF or the military forced 

their hand.  Or worse, they lacked the ability, or the backbone, to keep the Magharba 

under control.  Al-Arabi had made an earnest effort at diplomacy, and Sheikh Firhan 

and his tribal peers seemed receptive to dialog.  Still, there was not yet anything to 

show for it but empty talk.   

The tide was shifting; the Colonel could feel it.  When they first arrived, the 

city wasn’t sure how to cope and that let the military set the pace.  Now, the ADF 

was becoming more aggressive.  Men would sit in clusters, smoking and drinking tea 

in front of small storefronts and at the edge of the market place, shooting sneers and 

menacing stares at the patrolling soldiers, muttering threats and slurs.  Even the 

local boys had become more brazen, slapping at the soldiers’ elbows and calling 

them Tripoli’s whores before dashing out of reach.  Ajdabiyah was becoming rowdy 

and pugnacious.  Troops on patrol were being followed, women spat as they walked 

by.  The Colonel’s men were growing uneasy.   

It was a bad mix, al-Arabi knew -- hostility from the locals and edginess 

among the troops.  Too many guns on the street, too much egocentric smug 

impunity from the ADF hoodlums blending in with the general populace, and too 

few soldiers to put at every intersection in Ajdabiyah to guarantee security.  Al-

Arabi reached for his canteen, swigging lukewarm water to curb his anger.  It wasn’t 

the sergeant’s fault.  It was his fault.  Al-Arabi the diplomat was failing.  That’s what 

upset him.  Al-Arabi the warrior was becoming more and more necessary.  He didn’t 

relish the transition that he sensed would come soon.  Once the dialog stopped and 

compromise was beyond reach, the Colonel knew hands would get dirty.  The ADF 
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was itching for a fight but too reticent to start it, hoping to provoke the military into 

taking the first swing.  Al-Arabi was a natural fighter.  He knew that before taking a 

swing he’d have to strengthen his stance.  Maybe the time had come to do just that. 

 

 

 

IX 

 Commander Abubakar picked up Hamoud, Farad, and the drone in his own 

vehicle, a Toyota Hilux SUV with steel plates welded inside the doorframes as 

inconspicuous makeshift armor.  With the commander was one of the veteran ADF 

militiamen, Abdallah, brought along for extra muscle and skill with an AK if things 

turned sour.  The mid-morning sun was partially veiled behind spooled strands of 

lead-gray clouds, harbingers of the coming rainy season, and the cool air was dulled 

by the flat light of late October.  The ride to the edge of town was awkwardly quiet, 

and Hamoud missed the calming, breezy effect and bad jokes that Uncle Hajj surely 

would have imparted had he ridden along.   

 Hamoud was afraid to speak.  Abubakar had personally summoned the boys 

and Hamoud knew he should feel elated.  But Abubakar’s presence felt like hot 

embers in the driver’s seat and his singularity of purpose, of mission, gave the entire 

ride a heavy weight that made the boys uncomfortable.  Steady, Hamoud reminded 

himself, we can do this. 

 The SUV came to a dusty stop outside an empty residence at the far 

northwest edge of the city, and the group followed the commander inside.  

Abubakar strode directly to a west-facing window and brought a pair of binoculars 

up to his eyes, peering through the lenses at the Army camp off in the distance.  

“There’s one entrance, there,” he narrated what everyone already knew from the 

rumors and stories circulating throughout the city.  “They park the personnel 

carriers and 4x4s just inside the entrance, probably because they can act like a 

barricade if needed.  The troop tents are set up in rows on the east side of the camp, 

then there’s the command tent and the officers’ tents.  Razor wire all around, and 

pairs of soldiers circle the perimeter about every five minutes.  It wouldn’t be 
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impossible to take it if we hit it in numbers, or do some real damage, but they’d see 

us coming once we got any closer.” 

 Abubakar paused and looked at the boys, expectantly.  “Well?” 

 “Well?....” Hamoud echoed. 

 “Fire that toy up and get us a closer look.” 

 Hamoud and Farad exchanged nervous glances.  It was becoming clear that 

Abubakar, while on the verge of becoming a convert to the notion of the drone, still 

did not fully understand how it worked.  Hamoud coughed to clear his throat, and 

attempted to explain, cautiously.  “If we launch from here, I don’t think it’ll work.  

The soldiers will see it coming, like you said, and I don’t think the rotors can take 

even a single bullet.  It’s just plastic and lightweight metal.”  Abubakar looked 

displeased but he continued to listen without interjection.  “Also, Idriss told me the 

RC signal that controls the drone can’t get interrupted or we’ll lose control; it would 

probably even crash.  The army uses a lot of short-wave radios, tactical walkie-

talkies, and stronger stuff to stay in contact beyond just their camp.  That’s a lot of 

transmitters pumping out a lot of signals, which are probably stronger than this,” 

Hamoud lifted the RC controller up a few inches.  “The drone RC is pretty short 

distance and much weaker than the army’s equipment.  If their signals are clustered 

around the camp entrance and we fly right through that mess, it could either block 

or disrupt our link and, again, we lose control and maybe lose the drone.” 

 Abubakar swallowed his irritation, aware that any success they were to have 

today depended exclusively on whatever knowledge and skill these two green 

teenage boys possessed.  “Fine.  What, then, do you suggest?” he replied, and 

Hamoud could hear the taut impatience in Abubakar’s voice. 

 Hamoud silently thanked Allah, and Idriss, for every second spent learning 

about the drone’s capabilities and desperately trying to improve his maneuvering 

abilities with the agile, responsive drone.  It was his call now, and he prayed that he 

would not disappoint.  He sheepishly took the binoculars out of Abubakar’s hand 

and leaned his face out the window, taking in the entirely of what he saw before 

passing the binoculars to Farad.  He put his hand on Farad’s shoulders, finding it 

easier to discuss a plan with him than with Abubakar directly.  “Maybe if we stick to 
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the ridge, get up under the pipeline at that steel brace, there,” Hamoud directed 

Farad’s gaze.  “That puts us almost behind the camp, away from all the antennas. 

See, back there, there’s a bunch of olive trees.  That’ll give us some cover.  But I’m 

not sure what we can do about the noise unless we get the drone high enough.” 

 “The noise?”  Abubakar took his mobile phone out of his pocket.  “I can get 

you that kind of cover.  Hang on.”  Abubakar tapped the phone, lifted it to his ear, 

and a few seconds later, “Jibril, hit the pumps for the main pipeline, and ramp up 

along the section at KM marker 11 through 14.” Abubakar held the phone against his 

chest and looked at the boys.  “Farad, you and the computer stay here with me.  

Hamoud, take Abdallah here, stay low and make your way to that bracework under 

the pipeline.”  Abubakar glanced at the ADF triggerman, “Abdallah, keep him low 

and moving.  Anything feels off and you come right back here.”  Then, back at 

Hamoud, “set up by the brace, and once you hear the pipeline wake up you release 

the drone, understood?”   

 Hamoud barely had a moment to absorb the instructions when Abdallah was 

nudging him out the back door.  “Good luck,” Hamoud heard Farad say to him, 

almost more of a question than a statement.  Hamoud and Abdallah circled behind 

the house, the big man’s hand gripping the back of Hamoud’s shirt, steering him 

toward the shallow dune crest under the far side of the elevated pipeline.  Hamoud’s 

feet kept tripping over themselves as he scurried in a half-crouch, his eyes trying to 

seek out the next footfall as Abdallah pressed the boy faster and faster, repeatedly 

pushing Hamoud’s chin into his chest to keep his profile low.  Hamoud began to 

sweat, his breath coming in weak, stuttered gasps, and he thought at any second he 

might collapse and crush the drone under the weight of his frame.  Abdallah was 

relentless, driving Hamoud like a plow through the sand and scrub-brush, and just 

when Hamoud thought he would black out and pitch face-first into the ground, 

Abdallah tugged him to halt. 

 “Nice hustle, boy,” Abdallah said emotionlessly, quietly puffing through flared 

nostrils as he clapped Hamoud on the back.  Hamoud wiped the river of sweat out of 

his eyes with his sleeve, his other arm clutching the drone so tightly that the hard 

edges of the chassis’ protective frame had dug into his flesh through his shirt while 
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his elbow jutted out at an awkward geometry to shield the rotors.  From his 

crouched position he looked around from behind the ridge.  They were directly 

beneath the pipeline, at the foot of a large steel “H” that braced the rusty hulk four 

feet overhead.  The drab residence where they had begun their sprint was almost 

five hundred meters away to the east.  To the west, Hamoud could see a nearby 

clustered tangle of olive trees, and beyond that was the back of the military base 

camp.   

 Hamoud’s movements were not his own, his arms and hands responding to 

some primordial triggering of synapses in his brain that made him feel like a puppet, 

and his own hyperactive nervous stress the puppet-master.  He pulled the battery 

out of the drone, blew on it to free any sand from the battery contacts and 

reinserted it like he was loading a magazine into a gun.  He blew on each rotor, 

scattering tiny clouds of dust and sand, then hit the power switch on the drone and 

the camera.  Abdallah handed him the RC controller, and Hamoud had to drag his 

palms over his thighs twice to shed the excess perspiration so he wouldn’t lose his 

grip.  He flicked the controller on but waited to make the connection between him 

and the drone.  Not yet, he thought, wait for the noise. 

 Hamoud scanned the back edge of the camp, seeking visual points of 

reference.  That sharp bend in the tall olive tree, the far corner of the barbed wire 

fence, anything to give him a mental map of the layout.  He knew he had to keep a 

direct line of sight with the drone since he could not track its progress like Farad 

could from the computer screen.  He glanced over at Abdallah’s watch.  11:15.  He’d 

have about fifteen minutes of flight time, erring on the conservative side.  Two or 

three minutes to cover the distance between his position and the edge of the camp, 

and another two or three back.  He’d sweep the drone back and forth behind the 

trees, keeping it out of direct sight from the military patrols, giving the drone 

enough loft for the eye of the camera to peer over the barbed wire fence and capture 

the activity in the back end of the camp.  Hamoud could hear the throaty engines of 

the personnel carriers, the occasional military command called out into the cool air.  

This was the closest he’d ever been to the military, even during the revolution.  
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 The pipeline overheard burped several times.  “Wait,” Abdallah said, his hand 

still on Hamoud’s back.  A few seconds later, the pipeline began to creak and groan, 

and then rattled against the brace like a freight train was approaching from the 

distance, the volume steadily rising.  “Okay, now,” Abdallah patted Hamoud’s 

shoulder.  Hamoud activated the throttle and the drone’s four rotors instantly spun 

to life, whining like steam escaping from a broken pipe.  The drone was up, and 

Hamoud steadied its horizontal position, lifting it ten, twenty, then fifty feet 

overhead and canting it toward the visual referents he had picked out.  Hamoud felt 

Abdallah drag him back down toward the ground, unaware that he had involuntarily 

started to stand up as the drone sped away from him toward the camp.  His eyes 

tracked its path, a trajectory he was at once following and plotting.  The drone got 

smaller and smaller as it veered toward the camp, and Hamoud narrowed his eyes 

into slits to keep the little craft in his gaze.  Slowly, methodically, he adjusted the 

controller so the drone cut a path behind the trees parallel to the fence, to the far 

edge of the fence, and then back, in a slow pendulous arc.  It felt like only seconds 

had passed, but Hamoud stole a look at Abdallah’s watch, did some quick head math 

and realized he had been flying for nearly ten minutes.   He reversed the order of his 

motions, pulling the drone back toward him like a falcon called to his arm.  

Gradually the drone obeyed and hovered toward him, closer and closer, until 

Hamoud brought it to a clunky landing just behind their position.  “Nice, kid.  Now 

grab it and let’s get back,” Abdallah said.  Fifteen minutes had gone by in a flash, and 

Hamoud only now remembered to breathe. 
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X 

 “These meetings are growing tedious, Sheikh.  This secrecy is kept for your 

benefit, not mine, and I’m getting tired of jumping through your hoops while getting 

nothing in return,” Col. al-Arabi said wearily, sitting at a long worktable in the 

storeroom of a leather tannery.  “And your choice of venue is getting less charming,” 

al-Arabi inhaled the stench of ammonia-laden dyes and dried animal hides, then 

pushed the acrid air back out of his lungs.  “Tripoli is getting impatient with the lack 

of progress, and frankly so am I.  I’m being pressed for results.  You know what that 

means, don’t you?” 

 Sheikh Firhan whispered to the group of five tribal elders gathered around 

him.  Uncle Hajj was at the far end of the room, saying nothing, looking out of a 

narrow ventilation grill onto the empty street devoid of activity at this late hour.  

Sheikh Firhan’s attendant brought a tray of sweets and tea to the table, the young 

man serving the Colonel first.  “Things are becoming difficult, Colonel,” the Sheikh 

began as the elders nodded in agreement.  “Not long ago your men opened fire in the 

street, in the middle of the day, when children were present.  This kind of behavior 

is very counter-pro….” 

 “Stop.  No,” al-Arabi cut the sheikh off.  “You will not put this on me.  My men 

were fired on.  A routine patrol, harmful to no one as long as our authority is 

respected.  But if my men are shot at, they are justified in shooting back.  Anyone 

who thinks it’s acceptable to take shots at government soldiers is neither reasonable 

nor worthy of your protection.” The Colonel tapped his foot impatiently under the 

table.  “We’re back where we started, Sheikh.  Either you take my side and help me, 

or you take the ADF’s side.  That means opposing me.  You cannot wander in 

between indefinitely and expect my patience to endure.” 

 “You’re not giving me options, Colonel, you’re giving me what sounds like an 

ultimatum.  Be realistic.  What do you want from us?” 

 Al-Arabi frowned, his eyes lowering to the tabletop as he snatched a sweet off 

the tray.   “Use your control.  Your influence.  Send the message that the Magharba’s 

esteemed leaders will not condone ADF violence against the army.  Order your 

people not to interfere with our patrols.”  The Colonel had slept poorly the past few 
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nights so close to the clanking din of the pipeline and it showed on his face and 

temperament.  “Or maybe you don’t wield the degree of influence you’d like to think 

you do.  I hear rumors, Sheikh, that members of the Firhani clan are active in the 

ADF.  Young men. If you cannot influence even them, how can you hope to influence 

hardened militia veterans.” 

 “You see this only in black and white, Colonel, not in gradations.  I don’t 

control the Magharba.  I lead those in my community who want to be led, according 

to rules we all know and have honed over generations.  Some of my people 

commingle with the ADF, this is true. But by my reckoning there is nothing wrong 

with Magharba interacting with Magharba.  You can’t just use the ADF and the 

Magharba in the same breath, as though they were interchangeable.  They are 

separate.  Some overlap, but separate.” 

 “Sheikh,” the Colonel’s voice was fast losing its diplomatic tone, “how are my 

troops to know the difference between Magharba and ADF when all they see is a gun 

pointed at them?   It won’t matter if they’re tribal or militia, my men will cut them 

down just the same if it comes to that.” 

 “I feel like we’re not speaking the same language,” Sheikh Firhan said with a 

slight melancholic emphasis, his shoulders shrugging.  “Did you not come here 

before us only a few weeks ago and tell us we’re all Libyans.  Cyrenaica, Tripoli, it 

doesn’t matter.  But before there was one Libya, we were many tribes.  Many of us 

still see it that way.  Qadhaffi couldn’t stamp that out, and Allah knows he tried, for 

many years.  Your new masters in Tripoli can’t change that either.  Blindly conflating 

the Magharba and the ADF misses the point of how things work here, and that is 

what will lead to conflict.  You understand that Colonel, do you not?” 

Al-Arabi said nothing, his fingers interlaced in front of him on the table, his 

eyes unblinking. 

“Colonel, be reasonable,” Uncle Hajj said, still gazing out onto the dark street.  

“You’re Libyan.  Don’t you yourself belong to a tribe?” 

“I do,” al-Arabi said, his voice becoming dramatic as he swung his head in 

Uncle Hajj’s direction.  “My tribe is called the Libyan Army.  Perhaps you’ve heard of 

it?” 
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“Colonel, no one here wants bloodshed,” Uncle Hajj walked slowly toward the 

table, pulling a cigarette pack out of his pocket.  “We just want what is ours.  We 

want our own voice in our own government, and to use our own oil to make this 

place vibrant.  That’s all.  Tripoli has many resources at its disposal.  Leave us be.” 

“I can’t do that, Mohammed al-Hajji.  Or should I call you Uncle Hajj, like your 

ADF brethren do?  Because you’re wrong.” Al-Arabi’s patience was wavering, and he 

wanted to be as precisely, painfully clear as he could to leave no room for argument.  

“Ajdabiyah’s oil is not yours.  Jathran is not your little caliph.  You forget that after 

the revolution, it was Libyan soldiers that kept the peace and chased the last 

remnants of Qadhaffi loyalist out of the East.  Men like me cleaned up the mess so 

militias like yours could lay down their weapons and get back to regular life.  Your 

Ajdabiyah survived under the umbrella Tripoli provided.  Just because Jathran 

thinks he has the backing of loudmouths who would see us trapped in the 19th 

Century from here to Benghazi, clamoring for this ridiculous experiment you call 

Cyrenaica, it does not make your claims legitimate.  The ADF did not build that 

pipeline, or sink the well-heads into the earth, or make the cargo ships that sit in 

that port.  Jathran took all these things from Libya, and he’s making the rest of the 

country suffer while Ajdabiyah keeps him on a pedestal.  I’m not here for vengeance 

because Jathran is pig-headed.  I’m here to impose the order and balance that 

Jathran has threatened for everyone, inside Ajdabiyah and out.” 

“You say balance and order.  But what does that mean, really?”  Sheikh Firhan 

asked, his eyes imploring the Colonel for some hint of common ground upon which 

to seek compromise. 

“I’m going to tell Tripoli that the climate here is inhospitable.  I want Jathran, 

rotting in a prison cell in Tripoli for treason and terrorism against the state.  He can’t 

just take the port and call the oil his with repercussions. I want a list of names, 

anyone in the ADF who might be harboring him and might stand between me and 

Jathran in custody.  Militia leaders, fighters, core members. And I want to know that 

if I move my men into town or toward the port we won’t encounter armed 

opposition.”  Al-Arabi paused, his list of objectives laid out like knives.  “I’ve been 

patient until now.  I’ve shown restraint.  We’ve kept our patrols friendly but no one 
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in town is giving up any information I can use.  If I have to, I’ll march a battalion of 

trained Libyan soldiers right through the central market and turn over every stone 

until you people understand I mean business.” 

The tribal elders all leaned in toward Sheikh Firhan, whispering intently and 

squeezing the sheikh’s forearm.  The sheikh nodded, his voice rising audibly, “I 

know, I know, but this man isn’t negotiating with us.  He’s threatening us.”  Sheikh 

Firhan gently nudged the elders back and looked at the Colonel, closing his eyes for 

a few seconds before speaking.  “Colonel, you ask for what I cannot give.  Not 

because I don’t want to, but because I simply cannot.  I could no sooner ask you to 

pass a law in Tripoli recognizing the legal rights of tribes.  It’s not a power you 

possess, even if you see the merit in it.  If I agreed to your terms I’d be telling you 

lies.” 

Uncle Hajj drew closer, picking up the sheikh’s thread with greater 

insistence.  “You say you’ve been patient with us, Colonel?  We have been patient 

with you.  The town grows restless because you are here.  Your presence is causing 

this.  If you press us harder, it will only breed anger, not results.  And anger will 

bring violence.  If it comes to blows, it will be you who instigates it.” 

Al-Arabi was stone, his tolerance surrendered to resolve.  “You believe that, if 

you must.  I’ve accepted your presence here, Mohammed al-Hajji, out of a belief that 

you were acting in good faith, even if that meant telling the ADF what I’ve said.  I’ve 

had nothing to hide, from the beginning, so I’ve tolerated you playing the courteous 

ADF spy at my negotiating table.  And I’ve waited for you, all of you, to give me 

something to work with.  So go on using your tribe as an excuse for inaction.  My 

tribe will take action.  And the next time we meet, if we do meet, I strongly suspect 

you will wish things had gone differently.”  The Colonel took one more sweet off the 

tray, tossed the whole thing into his mouth in a single gulp, and walked out the door 

into the night air, the captain one step behind him. 

Sheikh Firhan leaned back in his chair, rubbing his temples in the heavy 

silence trailing the Colonel’s exit.  “Allah,… Allah,… Have we just opened the gate to 

war with Tripoli?” he asked to no one in particular, a thought given voice in the 

stuffy tannery storeroom. 
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“No, Sheikh,” Uncle Hajj pulled a long drag on his cigarette and took another 

refill of tea from the attendant.  “We didn’t open the gate.  It is the Colonel who will 

do that.  We’ve simply failed to find a way to keep it closed.  I can talk to Abubakar, 

maybe even Jathran himself, but once I relay the Colonel’s words this becomes the 

ADF’s call, not ours.” 

The Sheikh tilted his head and looked remorsefully toward Uncle Hajj.  “I 

don’t want blood in Ajdabiyah’s streets over this.  The Colonel is right, there are 

Firhani in the ADF.  My own nephew, just sixteen years old, spends his days at the 

headquarters.  I thought it was harmless, a way for him to hear and understand the 

opinions of his fellow tribesmen, to grow up being a real part of the community.  I 

don’t want him to see the ugly consequences of our failure.  Maybe we’ve given the 

ADF too long a leash, and now the ADF drags us around.  For three years we’ve 

managed to keep the peace here.  And less than a month after the ADF takes control 

of the port, all that is about to go up in smoke.  Now we’ve come to this.  I don’t know 

whether to blame Jathran or Tripoli.  In the end, I don’t think it’ll make much 

difference.” 
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XI 

 “Hamoud! Come here,” Abubakar ordered Hamoud away from the stack of 

dirty tea cups and to approach the circle of ADF superiors crowded around Farad’s 

laptop in the headquarters meeting room.  They had been watching the recorded 

feed of the military base camp captured by the drone all morning, over and over, 

combing every second and every moving image for anything of value.  “Tea cups can 

wait for a minute.” 

 The ADF senior cadre were exchanging opinions, pointing at the computer 

screen, asking each other open-ended questions.  “What is that, a pallet of 7.62 

rounds?  If that’s all the ammo they brought, maybe we can make them waste it, 

make them vulnerable?” … “The spare fuel canisters on the personnel carriers are 

unprotected. Would a well-placed shot or a mortar round set it off?” … “There’s 

about, what, a hundred troops back here?  Probably another fifty or a hundred on 

the other side of the camp?  So that means whenever they patrol it’s about half of the 

battalion deployed to town, the other half stays in camp, right?”   

The drone video was the first real opportunity the ADF had to see the whole 

battalion, not just the patrols that walked the streets of Ajdabiyah.  Here was the 

enemy in its own base camp, eating stew, fixing vehicles, sitting under stretched tan 

canvas probably reading, texting, or writing letters.  These were just men.  They 

seemed smaller, more vulnerable like this than when they swaggered through town 

in groups of four or six, in full battle gear and hard faces.  The ADF tacticians glued 

to the computer screen swapped smiles with one another, as if they were peeking 

up the enemy’s skirt.   

 Commander Abubakar rose from the table as Hamoud waited nearby 

obediently, drying his hands with a dishtowel.  “It’s not bad, boy.  It’s not.  But it’s 

not great.  There’s a lot of stuff we’re missing because you shot this through trees.  If 

your angle was better, maybe higher…”  Hamoud wanted to protest, wanted to 

defend himself, to explain that he’d only had a few hours to familiarize himself with 

even basic maneuvering, that under the sudden crushing pressure of Abubakar’s on-

the-fly surveillance mission there was no time to craft an optimal flight plan.  It was 

all so rushed, so unscripted, and Hamoud was relieved beyond words just to have 
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flown the drone back safely, without being caught, and without wasting a thousand 

euros in under fifteen minutes.  But Hamoud bit his tongue.  After all, Abubakar 

wasn’t scolding him.  It was criticism, but not disapproval.  Now was not the time to 

whine and make excuses like a child, Hamoud thought, just take these lumps like a 

man, nod, and say Yes Sir.  “That’s all for now, Hamoud.  You and Farad can finish up 

those dishes but don’t wander off too far with that toy.” 

 Hamoud walked back to the small galley kitchen where Farad was stacking 

cups on a shelf.  “I hope they don’t break my computer,” Farad said, craning his head 

toward the meeting room and the group of men pawing at his laptop.  Hamoud said 

nothing, his expression dark and withdrawn.  “C’mon, don’t sweat it.  What did they 

expect, right?   It wasn’t exactly an ideal situation for our first real flight.  At least 

they’re interested now.” 

 “I guess,” Hamoud whispered, hanging the dishtowel on a nail above the sink.  

“I just wish we could’ve really impressed them, y’know? I thought maybe the camera 

would’ve picked up something more useful.” 

 “The video is fine.  The drone worked fine, the camera worked fine.  You did 

fine.  It’s not your fault about the trees.  Hey, if not for those trees the soldiers 

probably would have seen the drone, maybe even shot it down.  That would’ve been 

a failure.  This wasn’t a failure.  Just think of it as a test,” Farad said encouragingly. 

 A sentry sat nearby on a folding chair between the kitchen and the meeting 

room. He was listening intently on his cell phone, then rose suddenly and grabbed 

the AK hanging on the back of the chair.  “Aw, crap,” he muttered, moving quickly 

toward the courtyard as the boys heard cell phones ringing in the meeting room. 

 “What?  What is it?” Farad asked, the boys close on the sentry’s heels now 

half-running toward the door. 

 “It’s the army,” the sentry answered, still moving.  “An armored column left 

the base camp and is heading straight for downtown.  Look, just stay back, out of the 

way, alright?  Abubakar is gonna be pissed that the West Gate guard didn’t call this 

in sooner.” 

 The boys could hear voices raised in the courtyard, men moving into action 

and shouting quick orders.  Hamoud’s mind cranked hard for a moment, then he 
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stopped Farad in mid-trot and pulled him aside, away from the frantic surge of men 

hustling out of the courtyard into the street.  “Go back and grab the controller. I’ll get 

the drone from the courtyard.” 

 “Hamoud?...” Farad uttered, already guessing what his friend had in mind.  

“You sure about this?” 

 “Just do it.  Meet me in the alley as soon as you can,” Hamoud called over his 

shoulder, dodging men moving in the opposite direction, and running toward the far 

corner of the courtyard where the drone was resting on a small wooden crate under 

a shady overhang. 

 ADF fighters raced in clusters out of the HQ compound, streaming into the 

street in loosely parallel paths like agitated fire ants, their AKs jostling on their 

backs, as SUVs screeched away from the curb with men hanging from each door and 

running board.  Hamoud squeezed his way through the courtyard door, split off 

from the ADF deluge and turned down the alley, holding the drone in both arms, his 

eyes searching for pallets, trash cans, something to climb atop.  Farad caught up to 

him in the alleyway.  “Here. Boost me up,” Hamoud said.  “We need to get on top of 

the wall.”  Farad took the drone from Hamoud and set it down, cupped his hands 

between his legs and braced himself against the wall as Hamoud stepped into 

Farad’s human ladder, his feet finding purchase on Farad’s knees, hands, and 

shoulders before lifting his body up onto the six-foot cinderblock wall.  Hamoud 

waved for the drone to be passed up, resting it next to him and then dangling his 

arm down to Farad, who scrambled up the wall with Hamoud’s help.  “Here, let’s 

move across the rooftop, get a better view of the West Gate and the inbound road.” 

 The boys ran across the flat roof, kicking up dust and crushed Pepsi cans, and 

stopped at the far corner, the sound of men’s voices, “Move, move, move!” echoing 

farther and farther away off the walls below.  A plume of diesel smoke to the west 

instantly seized the boys’ attention.  “There!  They’re close!” Farad said, pointing at 

the vaporous gray mushroom, then another, and another.  “The personnel carriers 

are moving fast. They’re already past the West Gate, probably moving toward the 

central market.” 
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 “No, not to the market,” Hamoud corrected.  “They’re probably going for the 

police station just outside the market.  You know, the big one with the mortar hole 

in the side.  The ADF has used it as a safehouse ever since the National Police pulled 

out two years ago.” 

 “How the hell do you know where they’re heading?” Farad glanced over at 

Hamoud, whose eyes were still tracking the progress of the black diesel smoke. 

 “Why would they go for the market?  Is there a sale on copper pots and flip-

flops?”  Hamoud observed seriously, while Farad chuckled.  “What?  Am I wrong? 

 “Not wrong,” Farad replied as he popped the lithium battery into the drone 

and gave it a quick pre-flight inspection.  “Just a little surprising, that’s all.  I guess 

you have been spending a lot of time within earshot of Abubakar and the others.” 

 “How far away, do you think?” Hamoud asked Farad, gesturing with his chin 

toward the convoy’s probable target. 

 “Uh, I don’t know, maybe a kilometer, one and a half.” 

 “That should be okay, right?  We take it up high, pan over the vehicles for a 

while, and then track over toward the police station.   Did you get your laptop back 

from the senior commanders? 

Farad shook his head apologetically.  “This all happened pretty fast.  I left it in 

the meeting room.” 

Hamoud let out a brief sigh of disappointment.  But Farad was right, this was 

all unfolding quickly and the pace was unforgiving.  “Okay,” Hamoud adjusted, “then 

we take our chances, stick to the flight plan, and hope we get something good once 

we download the video.”  Hamoud was hardly at ease with this self-assigned 

mission, but here on the ADF rooftop, just him and Farad, with no one shoving him 

through the dunes directly toward the army, he felt slightly more comfortable and 

profoundly more confident.  “Let’s fly.” 

 The drone buzzed to life, lifting off the rooftop and charging a hundred feet 

into the clear mid-morning sky within thirty seconds.   Hamoud could no longer 

hear the shrill scream of the rotors in the empty distance, but he could still follow 

the drone’s path visually, a small dark dot that no one in Ajdabiyah would even 

know existed except for him and Farad.  He glanced in the direction of the vehicle 
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exhaust plumes, gently adjusted the pitch and accelerator levers, switching the 

drone’s path laterally until it eventually hovered directly above where he suspected 

the armored column was.  “Call out the time, Farad.” 

 “That’s four minutes so far.” 

 “Okay.  Let’s hover here for a minute…. Now I’m going to move it up toward 

the police station.”  The black gnat several hundred meters away carved a slow, 

steady path west to east, gliding toward the center of town.  “I don’t know if I can 

track it all the way there,” Hamoud worried out loud.  “It’s pretty far out, and some 

of those buildings downtown are three or four stories.  I want to get the drone lower 

but I don’t want to drop the RC link because of interference from the buildings.”  

 “I’ve got no laptop with me this time,” Farad’s cheeks began to flush with 

anticipatory adrenaline, “but I think I can help.  Just keep flying, and follow me.” 

 Farad walked quickly to the opposite side of the roof, Hamoud close behind 

still operating the RC controller as if he was steering Farad now instead of the 

drone.  “Don’t look down, just a quick few steps then jump,” Farad directed.  First 

Farad, then Hamoud ran in a flurry of hurried paces and leapt across the two-foot 

span from the headquarters rooftop to the neighboring building.  “Easy, right!  Come 

on, to the edge of this building, then another jump.”  Hamoud switched his eyes back 

and forth, following Farad’s shoulders for one second, then the drone now almost 

over the middle of downtown, then back to Farad.  They crossed the rooftop and 

Farad again shouted, “Jump!” as each boy landed in turn a second later on top of the 

next rooftop.  “Down to the edge, one more jump, and we should be good.” 

 Farad was right.  By scampering over the flat roofs of three sprawling 

industrial buildings, they had covered nearly two hundred meters, and now Hamoud 

had a clearer view of the city’ center.  More than enough to ensure a strong signal 

between the controller and the drone.  He could see smoke rising from the north 

edge of where he estimated the central market was.  Not the wispy belches of the 

personnel carriers, but thick unctuous smoke.  The boys could hear rapid bursts of 

muffled pops off in the distance, a second’s worth of lag, then another volley of rat-a-

tat firing.  “Holy shit, Hamoud,” Farad exclaimed somberly. 

 “Yeah.” 
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 “Hey, that’s ten minutes.” 

 “Thanks.”  Hamoud focused on the tiny dark speck of the drone, not the 

combat unfolding below, his concentration a steel vice.  He cut the altitude between 

the drone and the top of the city’s center, bringing the drone down to what he 

guessed was fifty feet above the buildings, then thirty.  Close enough, he hoped, but 

not too close.  A few shallow sweeps of a minute each, back and forth overtop the 

action, and Hamoud sent the drone racing back up to a hundred feet and began to 

steer it back to their position. 

 “14 minutes.  Cutting it close.” 

 “I know.” 

 “If it’s windy or anything else might be causing drag, the drone is gonna eat 

more battery, Hamoud.” 

 “I know.  Just… shut up. I got this.”  The dark fleck gradually drew closer 

minute by minute, the outline of the drone now recognizable, its furious whine 

barely audible, then steadily rising.  “We’re good.”  Hamoud turned on his heels to 

let the drone fly past him toward the center of the rooftop, bringing it to a perfectly 

executed helicopter landing.  The boys stood motionless, wanting to retrieve the 

drone and run back to the safety of ADF headquarters, but also wanting to watch 

downtown Ajdabiyah roil in combat that the boys could not see from this distance.  

They could only hear the rapport of gunfire, see the escape of columns of smoke into 

the pale blue sky, and wonder what the outcome would be. 
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XII 

Col. al-Arabi inspected his new command center in the police station.  “Not 

bad.  The ADF didn’t beat this place up too terribly.  Not bad at all, except for that big 

impact hole on the southern wall, but I’d guess that’s old, probably a mortal shell 

during the revolution.  I almost thought that this being a police station, the ADF 

would have defiled it out of spite.”  The smell of smoke that had been wafting in the 

window was gradually dissipating now that the firefight was over.  “Damage, 

Captain?” 

 The young captain picked a notebook up from what used to be the regional 

National Police Commissioner’s desk, now the center of the Colonel’s new war room.  

“Four injured, one seriously.  A personnel carrier took what was probably a Molotov 

cocktail but the damage is mostly cosmetic.  Two ADF killed, seven wounded, three 

in custody but one may not live out the night, and the others aren’t talking.” 

 “I’ll take that as success.  So will Tripoli.”  Al-Arabi walked toward the 

second-floor office window of the police station his forces had wrested from a 

handful of surprised ADF fighters less than three hours ago.  He gazed straight down 

onto the street below.  A solid wall of personnel carriers parked nose to tail 

encircled the building, and troops were frenetically stringing razor wire around the 

police station and plugging sandbags into weak spots that invited reinforcement.  Al-

Arabi could hear the heavy plodding of boots in the stairwell and the adjacent rooms 

as soldiers secured defensive positions at every window.  Cots were being set up in 

the interior of the building, away from any window or hole in the façade that an 

opportunistic ADF sniper might try to exploit.  “It’s a little tighter than the camp, but 

by nightfall we’ll turn this place into a fortress.  Maybe we’ll even get some decent 

sleep tonight.” 

 “Yes, Colonel.  And, Sir,…” the captain handed al-Arabi a large black handset 

capped with a long antenna, “the Defense Ministry is holding for you.” 

 “Thank you, Captain,” the Colonel said, then cleared his throat and raised the 

handset to his ear.  “Col. al-Arabi here, go ahead Ministry.”  He glanced toward the 

young man. “Captain, a moment of privacy, if you please?” 
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 The captain stepped out of the room as al-Arabi spoke with Tripoli and 

climbed the stairs to the third floor, scaling a small ladder through a narrow opening 

that deposited him on the rooftop.  “Captain,” several of the soldiers saluted at his 

presence, their faces streaked with dirty sweat as they returned to setting up 

sandbagged bulwarks and heavy machineguns in each corner.  The captain walked 

to the edge of the roof, looking toward the central market a block away.  Two, 

perhaps three SUVs were still burning, sending twists of black smoke boiling into 

the air.  He could see merchant stalls overturned, and small wet heaps of squashed 

fruit and shattered glass reflecting the long rays of the afternoon sun in glittering 

smears and pinpricks.  Nothing moved except for the stink of burning car tires, the 

streets below empty of all human activity.  It was all eerily quiet, not even the 

chatter of birds to anchor the scene in some semblance of normal reality.   

 It had been a quick, one-sided fight.  The military convoy made it almost 

through the market without resistance before the ADF came racing in, a 

disorganized mass of SUVs practically running into each other as militiamen 

scrambled for cover and sent sprays of bullets wildly in the army’s direction.  The 

personnel carriers had blocked the streets at ninety-degree angles to give armored 

shelter for the soldiers that jumped out from the rear hatches with practiced 

efficiency.  Each platoon of a dozen men performed their jobs like clockwork, 

holding back the ADF tide so a second wave of troops could approach the police 

station, lob concussion grenades through the windows, then force their way through 

the front and rear doors of the station simultaneously.  The handful of ADF fighters 

inside were disoriented from the grenades, staggering toward the open windows in 

a blind, awkward retreat and hurling their bodies out into the street.  It was all over 

in less than fifteen minutes.  The ADF was purged from the police station with 

surprising ease, and the chaotic reaction by the ADF forces clambering to join the 

fight was soon repelled.   Troops chased the ADF away from the station and back 

through the market, but were ordered to disengage before their numbers became 

stretched too thin or the ADF had a chance to regroup.  Quick, hard, decisive.  Take 

the station, and occupy the station.  The Colonel’s strategy was stunningly effective, 
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and the sheer strength of this single orchestrated hammerstrike probably kept the 

body count as low as it was. 

 “Captain!” al-Arabi’s voice beckoned from the second floor office, and the 

captain quickly exited the roof and returned to the war room.  “Captain, 

congratulations from Tripoli.  Spread that around to the men when you can,” the 

Colonel said.  “A good day’s work, but this is just the beginning.  It seems that 

Jathran is lighting up Twitter, Facebook, any media outlet he can, calling our work 

today an invasion.  Tripoli is all over Reuters, AP, Al Jazeera, saying this a justified 

step toward restoring order.  It’s a war of words now between an elected Prime 

Minister and a self-appointed tribal warlord, not that it really matters for us.  Let’s 

get this place locked down before sunset.  I expect the ADF will start harassing us 

whenever it can get its tail out from between its legs.” 

 “Yes, Colonel,” the captain replied, his voice noticeably tired. 

 “Hang on, Captain.  Have some tea, take a moment to collect yourself.”  The 

Colonel motioned toward a wooden stool, himself sitting on the high-backed leather 

chair behind the desk, easing into it with a long exhale.  “A good day.  But… 

something’s been bothering me.” 

 “Sir?” the captain inquired. 

 “I thought for sure that Mohammed al-Hajji would warn the ADF about what I 

said the last time Sheikh Firhan and the elders met with us.  That we’d meet stiffer 

resistance today, all the way up to the station. I hesitate to say the words out loud, 

but this was almost too easy.”  The Colonel unbuckled his pistol belt, laying the 

weapon in its holster on the desk, pulling the sweat-soaked fabric away from his 

waist.  “Maybe Uncle Hajj didn’t take me at my word, or didn’t believe I’d follow 

through.” 

 “Maybe, Sir,” the captain replied.  “Or, maybe…” he paused. 

 “Speak your mind, Captain.” 

 “Sir, maybe he did believe everything you said.  Maybe not warning the ADF 

was his way of helping.  Maybe he thought it was better we take the station and 

catch the ADF off-guard instead of a messy street-by-street gun battle.”   
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 The Colonel lifted one eyebrow, absorbing the captain’s theory.  “When our 

job is done here in this dung heap, Captain, and we’re back in Tripoli sipping decent 

tea, remind me to promote you.” 

 “Yes, Colonel,” the captain said, trying to stifle a smile. 
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XIII 

 Commander Abubakar called an emergency meeting of the ADF senior 

echelon the day after the police station siege, all attendees screened and hand-

picked under heightened security so the meeting room was barely half full.  Armed 

guards stood watch at the entryway, and more in the courtyard, all on full alert.  

Abubakar unleashed a torrent of obscenities, berating the men for not making the 

military pay for their prize in blood, growling curses at both the army and at the 

ADF fighters who too easily endured a defeat.  He struggled to compose himself, 

seething through clenched teeth, “We’re just getting started.  This Col. al-Arabi 

wants a war with the ADF in Ajdabiyah, he’ll get one.  By Allah, if the army so much 

as looks too long in the direction of the port, I’ll set this town on fire and pull the 

pipeline down with my bare hands before I let those pigs take it from us.” 

 After angrily concluding the meeting and dismissing the attendees, Abubakar 

summoned Hamoud and Farad to the table.  “Boys, I won’t try to hide my rage today.  

I don’t have the patience to try.  But you, you guys did well.”  The commander patted 

the top of Farad’s computer assertively, causing the screen to vibrate on its hinge 

and bringing a slight wince to Farad’s face.  “This is good.”  Farad had connected the 

camera to the laptop that morning and downloaded the video from the drone’s flight 

the previous day.  “I’m not happy about our failure yesterday, the army catching us 

flat-footed in our own town.  But you did well.”  He pointed at the screen displaying 

streaming frames of chaotic combat, vehicles swerving in and out of the aperture’s 

view, bright split-second splotches of gunfire and pillars of smoke, the roof of the 

police station, the central market smashed into disarray.   

“I don’t like having to watch our inadequacy like this, but you got us some 

solid stuff.  We can see how the army fights, how they operate.  Look there,” 

Abubakar pointed to a tan 4x4 with a black rag-top, sandwiched between two 

personnel carriers and flanked by soldiers.  “See how they protect this vehicle?  It 

must be a command vehicle, probably the Colonel’s.  Useful information.”  Abubakar 

watched the action on the screen silently for a full minute, as if momentarily 

forgetting the boys were there.  “We have much to learn.  Much more to do with 

your drone.  Farad, you do your clan proud.  And Hamoud,” Abubakar stared directly 
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into Hamoud’s eyes, “I knew your father, during the revolution.  And even before 

that, from my pipeline days.  Did you know that?   A good man, a good fighter.  

Smart, quick-witted.  I think he’d be proud of you today, proud of what you’ve done 

for us.  What you’ll do for us.  I’ve told Jathran that we have our own robot 

hummingbird, an eye in sky so we can watch the enemy.  He is proud of you, too.” 

Hamoud’s throat tightened, tears welling up hot with emotion behind his 

eyes.  “Thank you, Commander,” he said softly.   

“Think you can do this again?” Abubakar was not so much asking as ordering, 

his arms folded across his chest. 

“Yeah. Yes. Of course.” 

“Good.  Uncle Hajj tells me that his informants have more information.  We’ve 

known that this Col. al-Arabi has been meeting in secret with some Magharba elders, 

working against us.  Undermining us.  They change location each time as a security 

measure.  Now that the army holds the police station, the Colonel will probably 

request another meeting, try to plot our demise by pressuring Magharba elders for 

anything he can use against us.  Well, now we know what his vehicle looks like.  You 

think we can follow that vehicle, see who he’s talking to?” 

Hamoud glanced over at Farad, whose eyes were fixed on his shoes.  “If the 

vehicle moves, we have to be able to move too to follow it in case it gets out of range.  

We don’t have to get too close, just close enough.  I can steer the drone, and Farad 

can follow the camera’s feed to make sure we’re tracking it.” 

“Done,” Abubakar said like they had just conducted a bargain.  “No dishes 

today, no more cleaning.  Relax, maybe get some rest, and practice with your drone.  

Go see the sentry before you leave, he’s got something for you.  And stay ready.  I’ll 

be calling on you again soon.” 

Hamoud was in shock.  The past twenty-four hours were a head-spinning 

blur, daggers of shock at the army’s brazen seizure of the police station in the 

middle of his city and now giddy, almost dizzying pride, his stomach and his heart 

trading places second after second.  He and Farad walked back through the kitchen, 

gathering their coats when Uncle Hajj approached.  “Boys, good to see you.”  Uncle 

Hajj reeked of stale tobacco, like he had smoked every cigarette in Cyrenaica in the 
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past twelve hours.  “Abubakar has been a pit viper all morning.  Allah, that man has a 

temper!  But he really is pleased with your work.”  Uncle Hajj was not his usual self 

today, letting an awkward silence grow as the boys fumbled uncomfortably with 

their jackets, sneaking looks at Uncle Hajj’s faked grin and distracted eyes. 

“Thanks, Uncle Hajj.”  Hamoud finally said, sliding his coat on. “Without your 

help, I don’t think we’d have ever come so far.” 

“Yeah, yeah, I suppose…” Uncle Hajj trailed off, almost sadly, before putting 

one hand each on Hamoud’s and Farad’s shoulders.  “Boys, listen.  Be careful, 

alright?  Be smart.  The commander wants you to stay safe, of course, but… More 

than that, he’s driven to strike back at the army somehow.  It’s like a kind of 

madness for men like him, and there’s plenty of madness around these days.  Just 

take care of yourselves, and each other.”  He smiled artificially, squeezed the boys’ 

shoulders with genuine affection, and left the kitchen toward the meeting room. 

“What was that about?” Hamoud whispered to Farad. 

“You know Uncle Hajj.  He’ll fight when he has to, or when Jathran tells him 

to, but he doesn’t have the same appetite for it like Abubakar and the others do.  

He’s just worried about us now that things are getting crazy, that’s all.”  Farad 

replied. 

“An appetite for fighting may be the only kind of appetite he doesn’t have,” 

Hamoud joked, as the boys walked toward the door and the sentry standing guard. 

“You have something for us?” Hamoud asked. 

“Yeah.”  The sentry picked two plastics bags off the floor and handed one 

each to Hamoud and Farad.  Hamoud dug his hand inside, feeling fabric, and pulled 

out an olive green field jacket with “ADF” written in black letters on a white patch 

stitched to the chest pocket.  Both jackets were threadbare at the elbows, holes in 

the pockets, off-color like they had been washed in old dishwater, and a full size too 

big.  But they were ADF jackets, the closest thing the ADF had to a uniform. 

“Guys, don’t be stupid with these, okay?” the sentry instructed.  “Don’t wear 

them in the street unless you’re told to.  The army isn’t our only enemy in town, so 

you’ve got to be careful where and to whom you show your affiliation.” 
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Hamoud was speechless, his eyes wide.  Farad accepted the bag graciously 

and, barely looking at the jacket inside, swung it casually over his shoulder.  “You 

want to get out of here for a while, Hamoud?  It’s about an hour walk to my house.” 

“Yeah, sure,” Hamoud answered, his fingers still feeling the heft of the 

material, reticent to put the jacket back in the bag.  “Let’s grab the drone, maybe 

practice moving with it on the way.” 

________________________ 

 

“Just let me carry the damn thing,” Farad said in friendly exasperation.  “You 

used up the battery already, and it’s still another kilometer to my house.” 

Hamoud spent the first twenty minutes of the walk enraptured by the drone 

as he flew it in small circles twenty feet overhead like it was his pet vulture or a 

helium balloon on a tether.  He described the drone’s actions to Farad despite the 

fact that the boys were walking shoulder to shoulder, Farad seeing everything 

Hamoud saw.  “It banks really tight. I just barely turn it and, bam, it’s so responsive!  

It’s louder going up than it is going down. I guess the rotors don’t have to work as 

hard on descent.  It….” 

“Hamoud, buddy, give it a rest for a minute, would you?” Farad pleaded. 

Hamoud persisted, getting every last drop out of the battery until the drone 

incrementally sputtered, begging to be landed and put to rest.  Once the drone was 

exhausted, Hamoud could think of nothing else to talk about, walking in silence and 

cradling the drone in his arms. 

“Fine. Take it. For a little while,” Hamoud begrudging relented. 

Farad took the drone from Hamoud in one hand, resting the weight of its 

frame against his shoulder, the bag containing his ADF field jacket in his other hand.  

“Forget about girls. Hamoud.  Forget about Fatima al-Slimani.  I think you’ve got 

yourself a girlfriend now,” Farad gave the drone a teasing glance.  

Hamoud laughed, the spell the drone had cast on him temporarily broken.  

“Not a bad one at that.  But maybe a little loud up close,” he smiled at Farad, the 

mood gaining fresh air.  They had walked half the distance from ADF headquarters 

to Farad’s house on the south side of the city.  The good side, away from the noise 
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and dirt of the oil pumps and the elevated pipeline.  The streets were nearly empty, 

the quiet early afternoon punctuated only by an old woman leaning out a window to 

beat a rug and then an imam clad in long white robes and skull cap walking briskly 

toward his mosque.  “I guess everyone’s one edge after yesterday, even this far 

south,” Hamoud observed.  “But I’m probably safe putting this on.” He pulled the 

field jacket out of the plastic bag, sliding his arms into each sleeve with slow 

ceremony.  “How do I look?” 

Farad stared at him with testy frustration.  “First of all, it’s about twice your 

size so it looks like you’re wearing a dress.  And second, we were told not to wear 

these on the street. C’mon, Hamoud, everyone’s telling us to be careful and you’re off 

in your own little drone-and-ADF fantasy land.  Don’t you remember what happened 

yesterday?” 

“Of course I do.  I think we really impressed Abubakar.” 

“No, moron.  The battle, downtown. Come back to reality, man. Two guys died 

yesterday, and a bunch more were hurt.” 

“Sorry,” Hamoud felt a pang of shame nipping at his elated pride as 

Abubakar’s praise was now steadily receding, a drug wearing off.  You’re right.  I’ll 

take it off.  Wait.  You hear something?”  An indistinct rumble was quickly growing. 

“Yeah,” Farad replied.  The roar of a diesel engine echoed closer behind the 

boys, and they pivoted around to see an army personnel carrier speed across the 

intersection they had crossed not two minutes before.  “Shit, it’s a patrol!”  Farad 

instinctively began to sprint away from the sound, south toward his home.  Hamoud 

lingered, staring back in the direction of the personnel carrier, almost frozen waiting 

for the engine’s growl to fade further away before it was safe to move.  Farad was 

half a block away before he stopped, not seeing Hamoud over his shoulder.  “Come 

on!! Move it!” Farad shouted back up the street. 

Hamoud was just turning around, preparing to run toward his friend when a 

second vehicle raced in between the boys, slicing across the street from a side alley, 

and screeched to a hard-braking halt just feet from where Hamoud stood.  It was a 

tan 4x4, a rigid black rag-top pulled taut over an interior roll-cage, a Libyan flag 
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painted on the door under a layer of clinging dust, a shallow dent in the rear door.  

“Farad!!” Hamoud screamed.  “Run! Take the drone and run!” 

The vehicle doors swung open, and men in uniforms hurried out 

aggressively, two in full battle gear with AKs pointed at Hamoud and two in bullet-

proof vests and helmets emblazoned with ornate insignia.  Officers.  Farad hesitated 

for a moment, taking in the scene of his friend at gunpoint, weighed his options, and 

then finally dashed down the street at full speed.  

One officer, the older one with a greying black beard, slammed the front 

passenger door shut angrily and darted toward Hamoud, who was too dumbstruck 

to even contemplate moving.  The man undid his chinstrap and pulled his helmet off 

in a single motion, his dark eyes burning holes into Hamoud’s face.  A Velcro tab on 

the officer’s vest bore a line of Arabic script.  Hamoud sounded out each syllable in 

his head, A-Ra-Bi.   

“Stupid kid.  Stupid kid!” the man fumed.  “Captain, did we not give an order 

for a curfew today?” 

“We did, Sir,” the other officer replied. 

“Didn’t you hear the curfew order, boy?  Why are you out here?  Where’s 

your mother?” the older man barked. 

“Probably at home,” Hamoud eked out. 

“Where she should be.  Probably worried sick about you.  And your father?” 

“Dead, sir,” Hamoud answered, his voice automatically deferential. 

“Was that your friend, the boy who ran away?” 

“Yes” 

“His name?” 

“Farad.  Farad al-Firhani,” Hamoud replied and instantly regretted the 

disclosure. 

“Firhani?  What did I tell you, Captain?  Damned Firhani, their kids openly 

defying us.”  The other officer nodded in silent agreement.  “What was he holding?” 

“A quad-copter.” The words snuck out of Hamoud’s mouth as though his own 

volition was held captive by the forceful authority this bearded officer wielded from 

behind fierce eyes. 
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“A quad-copter?!” the man snorted as he grasped the meaning of Hamoud’s 

answer.  “You mean a toy? A remote-control toy!  I ordered everyone off the streets, 

and you two brats are out here playing with a toy!” 

A toy? Hamoud thought.  Arrogant prick, this Arabi.  If he only knew what 

that toy did yesterday.  Hamoud swallowed hard on his rising indignation, not 

wanting to invoke the older officer’s anger any further or prolong the interrogation.   

Al-Arabi looked Hamoud up and down, peering hard at the ADF field jacket 

Hamoud had not yet removed and gesturing to it with the back of his open hand as 

though he was poised to smack it off Hamoud’s body.  “You think this is a game, boy?  

A little ADF playtime?  You see what I mean, Captain?  Even the children here are 

lapping up Jathran’s mush, playing make-believe militia while ADF blood still dries 

on the pavement downtown.  Stupid kid.”  The older officer shook his head, paused 

for a moment, then ordered, “Stand down, men.” 

The soldiers lowered their weapons, as al-Arabi leaned in close to Hamoud, 

their noses practically touching.  “I suggest you go home.  Right now.  Find a new toy 

to play with.  And a new costume, perhaps one that’s less insurgent.  If I catch you 

out on the streets again during a curfew, I’ll make you eat that jacket.  Now, stop 

wasting my time and get the hell out of here.”  The older officer shoved Hamoud 

back with a rigid index finger jabbed into Hamoud’s chest directly over the ADF 

patch.  The man pounded the hood of the 4x4 twice, and shouted, “Everyone mount 

up, back inside.  Let’s finish this patrol, maybe see what other stupid little fish are 

out trying to swim through the net.” 

Hamoud stood shell-shocked in the street as the 4x4 pulled away down the 

alley, its engine revving hard to catch up with the personnel carrier that was five 

blocks away by now.  A dense curtain of silence soon draped over the street once 

again.  Hamoud choked back tears, furious at the officers for treating him like a 

child, his knees trembling as the image of gun barrels pointed at his head seared into 

his mind.  He pulled the jacket off, wiping tears and cold perspiration off his face 

with it, stuffed the jacket into the plastic bag, and took off at a sprint back toward 

ADF headquarters, al-Arabi’s words “stupid kid” stuck in his ears like barbed insults. 
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XIV 

“I’m glad I finally got you.  Lines have been jammed for days, probably 

everybody flooding the network, trying to call in or out all at the same time.  You’re 

alright?  Mother is alright?   

Hamoud was relieved when it was Idriss’ voice on the phone.  He had become 

anxious after the incident with Col. al-Arabi, the tense knot in his gut a constant 

presence the past two days. Commander Abubakar drove by Hamoud’s house to 

collect him and the drone each of the past two evenings, Farad and the ADF guard 

Abdallah already in the SUV.  They all waited, parked in a cramped unlit alley near 

the center of town while an ADF operative watched the police station from the top 

window of a nearby building.  If the tan 4x4 command vehicle slipped away 

discreetly from the protection of the fortified police station compound after dark, 

the ADF watchman was to text Abubakar, who would then follow at a safe distance 

while Hamoud stalked the 4x4 with the drone and Farad captured the action on his 

laptop.  But for the past two evenings the Colonel stayed put in the police station 

and no text came in from the watchman, for which Hamoud was secretly and 

somewhat abashedly grateful.  

 “Yeah, Idriss, Mother is fine.  She’s not happy that I’m away from the house 

most of the time.  Especially now that the troops on patrol have been arresting a lot 

of people, anyone out on the street during curfew or guys who look like they might 

be armed.   They even arrested an imam at the Hand of the Prophet Mosque when 

they thought his lunchbox might be a bomb.” 

 “I’m glad you’re okay.  You’re not doing anything stupid with that drone, are 

you?  You and Farad are staying out of trouble, out of the way of that mess 

downtown?”  

 “We’re not getting into trouble, but…” Hamoud wondered how much to tell 

Idriss, how much to withhold, “but we did manage to get some footage when the 

army attacked the police station and pushed the ADF back.”  Hamoud decided not to 

tell his brother about his mortifying brush with al-Arabi’s patrol, or how Abubakar 

had now recruited him and Farad for an after-hours surveillance mission that 
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involved following the battalion’s commanding officer.  “Good footage, stuff the ADF 

can use for next time.”  

 “The next time of what?” Idriss asked, part question and part scold.  Listen, 

Hamoud, let the ADF handle any surveillance and you stay back.  I’m sure you’re 

pleased that the ADF is happy with your toy, but you need to be careful.” 

“It’s not a toy, Idriss!” Hamoud snapped, unable to tolerate that word being 

used yet again in reference to the drone, and not by Idriss of all people.  “The drone 

lets us see what the military is up to, how they deploy and when they move.  

Information we can use to stop the army from taking the city away a block at a time.  

Maybe even stop them if they try to seize the port like they did the police station.”   

“Hamoud, I’m worried that you’re getting too close to all this, and too invested 

in the ADF.  The whole reason why I got that drone for you was so you could show the 

ADF how it worked, get your pat on the back, and then let them take it from there.  

Now you’re becoming their drone jockey? It’s a bad idea.  Flying a drone around like 

this, when things are so tense, is going to get the army worked up.  They will see it, 

eventually.  They can shoot that drone down, you know that, or worse, they can come 

after you as the operator.” 

“I’m fine.” Hamoud replied, coldly dismissive. “Commander Abubakar always 

drives us and he keeps us safe.  We’ve got an armed guard every time we go out.  

And if things get really bad the plan is to just split up and hide.” 

 “Wait, what?  You’re riding around with an ADF commander and an armed 

guard?  Hamoud, that’s so dangerous.  What if you get chased by the army, or shot at?  

Do you think it’s such a great plan to split up and hide if they spot you?  Think it 

through, Hamoud.  Do you want someone to get killed because you’re hiding from the 

army in their basement?” 

Hamoud said nothing.  His mind rolled back three years, remembering how 

Mother would scream at their father over the dinner table each night for letting 

Idriss go with him as part of the tribal militia’s perimeter defense.  Their father had 

a big, warm smile like Idriss, but he would just sit, eating in silence, expressionless, 

almost emotionless, Mother’s words falling like tiny fists against a giant immovable 

wall.  It’s odd how life makes people change, Hamoud thought.  Now Idriss is 
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Mother, and I am the wall.  Hamoud was beginning to see the last weeks of his 

father’s life differently, his sacrifice and death having new resonance beyond just a 

memory of loss.  

Idriss continued, against Hamoud’s stony silence, “You may not want to hear 

this, but not everyone thinks the ADF is Ajdabiyah’s savior.  The European press is 

covering what’s going on, and people here see the ADF as the troublemakers, not the 

army.  A lot of people think the ADF started this when Jathran seized the port, and the 

army is just trying to rein him back in.”  

“So?” Hamoud said with a defensive snarl.  “Who cares what Europe thinks?  

Europe sat back and just circled jets around the coast while Qadhaffi’s men shot up 

the town.  Europe has no stake in this, and Europe doesn’t care.  Europe doesn’t give 

a damn that a lot of people, like our father, died fighting Qadhaffi.  No, Europe just 

wanted the dust to settle so it could buy up Libyan oil cheap.  Why should European 

opinions matter one bit now?” 

“I know that.  I can’t say I disagree, although I’m not sure if that’s you talking 

or the ADF.” Idriss seemed to be trying a new tactic, scaling back from worried 

scolding, searching for reason.  “Things are different outside of Libya.  Especially after 

that American diplomat was killed in Benghazi last year.  People hear things like 

“militia” and “tribe” and think we’re all prone to violence, or that we’re wrapped up 

with al Qaeda.  Even inside Libya there’s not much sympathy for your man Jathran 

except in Ajdabiyah, and even that support will probably start to shrink the longer the 

army is there.  Hamoud, the world sees Jathran as the instigator here and Tripoli as the 

solution.  That’s why no one wants to buy oil from Jathran except maybe for North 

Korea and black market shippers.  And that’s why Jathran hasn’t made Ajdabiyah rich 

already.  The guy is toxic, brother.  The ADF is going to end up isolating itself in its own 

town if innocent people wind up dead because of all this… this, mess, and I worry that 

you’re getting too deeply involved in all this to see it clearly.” 

“Too deeply involved, brother?  At least I’m here, doing something.”  

Hamoud’s words cut through the air like a razor, and he knew it.  Idriss took a long 

pensive moment. 
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“I wish I’d never sent you that thing, Hamoud.  I wish our kin had enough sense 

to pull you back from the ADF and just let you be 16 years old.  I don’t want to see a 

picture of you on Reuters or AFP on your knees at gunpoint.  Or worse.  Tribe is 

important.  But so is family.  And I don’t want my brother to end up dead just so 

Jathran can cling to power or whatever power he thinks he has for one more day.  I’m 

telling you, Hamoud, you’re going to find yourself on the wrong side of this fight.  Walk 

away now.  Come to Rome, stay with me if it’ll get you away from the ADF.” 

“I… I can’t,” Hamoud said, dosed with sincere regret.  “Not now. I just can’t.  If 

I walk away now, I’ll be letting everyone down.  I’m needed here, Idriss.  Can’t you 

see that?” 

“You can be needed here, too, Hamoud.  And you’re a fool.  Can’t you see that?” 
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XV 

On the third evening of stakeouts, the ADF watchman texted Abubakar from 

his roost with news that two men got into the 4x4 army command vehicle and were 

leaving the police compound.  “Odd that Uncle Hajj’s informants didn’t give us word 

that a meeting with the tribal elders was scheduled for tonight,” Abubakar said to 

Hamoud, Farad, and their ADF guard Abdallah as he turned over the ignition on the 

SUV in its alleyway hiding spot.  “But no matter.  They’re moving now, and that’s all 

the info I need.  Our spotter said they’re headed east” 

Hamoud prepped the drone tentatively while Farad tested the camera feed.   

The task ahead was rife with problems.  In the coming nightfall, the drone feed 

would soon return images that looked as though the city was under a blanket of gray 

ash obscuring depth and detail.  His only hope was to attune his eyes to movement, 

and perhaps catch the irregular light of sunset between buildings skimming off the 

4x4’s rooftop to betray its location.  Now, a heat-reading infrared camera, that 

would be ideal, Hamoud thought, storing the idea and its justification away to 

perhaps raise to the ADF later if this mission worked.   

“Whenever you’re ready,” Farad nodded, his laptop screen showing a blurry 

close-up of Hamoud’s chest as Hamoud stepped out of the SUV, set the drone on the 

ground and activated it, and got back into the vehicle once the drone was aloft.  

“Okay, I’ve got a visual on us,” Farad confirmed.  “Now fly it over toward the east and 

we’ll try to pick up the 4x4’s location.” 

Hamoud raised the drone fifty feet above the alley, banked east and swung 

the drone back and forth overtop several candidate streets running parallel to one 

another, until they soon spotted the blur of a moving vehicle.  “There!” Farad 

exclaimed, “I think that’s it,” the canopy of the rag-top roof coming into focus on his 

screen. 

“Follow it,” Abubakar ordered flatly, “Let’s see where they’re going.” 

Hamoud cradled the RC controller in his lap in the passenger seat, keeping 

the drone above the command vehicle high enough to prevent it from giving up its 

presence.  The 4x4 meandered its way through several back streets, making an 

indirect path eastward, even circling a block before picking up its eastern trajectory 
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once again.  “Looks like they’re avoiding a straight line,” Abdallah said, “probably 

trying to make sure they’re not being tailed.” 

“Don’t get too close,” Hamoud cautioned Abubakar, who was driving in a 

jerky, stop-start manner waiting for cues from Farad and Hamoud.  “We don’t need 

to follow them step-for-step in our vehicle.  I can do that with the drone, as long as 

Farad tells me where I need to fly.  We just need to stay close enough that we stay in 

range so I don’t lose the connection.” 

After ten minutes of zigzagging through eastern Ajdabiyah, the 4x4 came to a 

halt in a residential neighborhood, cut its headlights, and then backed into an alley.  

“I guess they’re going to ditch the vehicle and walk the rest of the way,” Abubakar 

observed.  “So they must have had an address ahead of time.  I wonder why Uncle 

Hajj’s spies didn’t know where exactly the meeting site is.  I sincerely hope that old 

loon isn’t keeping anything from me,” Abubakar said, his voice trailing off higher, 

intoning suspicion. 

Hamoud steadied the drone over the parked 4x4, hovering, waiting for 

something to happen.  After a long minute, two men stepped out of the vehicle and 

walked down the alley, hewing close to the shadow of the walls and making it 

difficult for the drone’s camera to discern their features in the darkness.  “Just stay 

on them, Hamoud,” Abubakar said, “they parked so now they’ve got to be close to 

wherever they’re going, close enough to make it there on foot.  Damned army, with 

this cloak and dagger crap.”  Hamoud obeyed, tracing the steps of the two blurry 

men from fifty feet above. 

“Time?” Hamoud asked crisply. 

“Twelve minutes, Hamoud.  We’ve got to wrap this up soon so can bring the 

drone back before the battery starts to give out,” Farad said, glancing back and forth 

between his watch and the laptop screen. 

“Just stay on them,” Abubakar countered, parking the SUV and turning his 

torso in the driver seat so he could get a partial look at Farad’s computer.  “We’re 

this close, and I’m not calling the drone back until we’ve got something for the 

effort.” 
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Hamoud began to sweat despite the chill of the early November night air. 

Abubakar’s demeanor put him on edge, the commander’s tuning fork tension 

applying uncomfortable pressure on Hamoud’s anxiety and adrenal glands.  Not like 

when it was just him and Farad flying the drone.  C’mon, c’mon, c’mon, he thought, 

trying to telepathically speed up time for the targets of their surveillance and slow 

time down for the drone. 

The two figures on Farad’s screen came to a stop in front of a row of 

residences facing the street.  One figure knocked on the door, and after a few 

seconds a face peered out from the doorway, the light from inside spilling into the 

street like a spreading fan.  Abubakar snapped to attention and thrust a pointed 

finger at the screen.  “There!  Hamoud, get us a closer look.  Now! Before they go 

inside and close the door.” 

Hamoud hesitated. “If I drop it too low they’ll hear the drone.” 

“I’ll risk it,” Abubakar retorted, reaching toward the controller in Hamoud’s 

lap in a blunt, almost menacing movement. 

“No, no, I’ve got it.” Hamoud leaned away from the range of Abubakar’s grasp, 

pulled down on small chrome lever, and the images on Farad’s computer began to 

grow larger as the drone descended, the three small faces on the screen rapidly 

evolving from tiny smudges into actual, recognizable human features.  For a brief 

second, the faces of the two figures from the 4x4 command vehicle and the man in 

the doorway swung like radar dishes directly toward the camera before all three 

disappeared into the residence. 

“Pull it back, Hamoud!” Farad urged, “they saw us.  And we’re at fourteen 

minutes.  We’ve got the get the drone back here now!” 

“Do it,” Abubakar turned Farad’s words into his command. 

Hamoud instantly pulled back on the small chrome arm and the drone 

reactively ascended, turned sharply, and began its westward retreat to where 

Abubakar had parked the SUV.  Hamoud opened the passenger door and stepped 

outside, listening for the whine of the drone.  Ten seconds, then thirty, then a minute 

went by.  Where is it?  Had they parked the SUV too far away?  Farad’s screen still 

showed movement across the city rooftops so the drone hadn’t crashed.  Hamoud 
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could feel his pulse rise, his breath now being drawn through his open mouth, the 

controller shaking slightly in his hands.  Finally, at minute seventeen, he heard the 

agitated hum of the drone and saw its hazy outline in the dark sky.  Hamoud exhaled 

hard in relief and steered the drone down to his feet, cut the rotors, and jumped into 

the rear trunk space of the SUV, the drone clutched against his chest as though he 

had just recovered a lost pet.  “We’re good!” he shouted up to Abubakar, who 

jammed the gas pedal and fish-tailed the SUV into the street before the tires found 

traction and sped the group back toward ADF headquarters.  Then, in barely a 

whisper, he said again to himself, “we’re good.” 
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XVI 

Col. al-Arabi and the captain entered the parlor of the small residence, the 

attendant closing the door behind them.  Al-Arabi scanned the panel of men 

gathered around a wooden table, more than a dozen tribal elders this time, far more 

than in previous meetings.  “You heard that buzzing, did you not, Captain?” he said 

quietly, casting a curious glance at the young officer. 

“I did, Sir,” he replied. 

“It makes me uncomfortable, hearing strange things at night.  After curfew.  

The people in this town need to take the curfew order seriously,” the Colonel noted, 

moving toward two empty chairs near the table.  “Uncle Hajj is not joining us 

tonight, Sheikh?” he asked to the entire room, not seeing the portly figure of Uncle 

Hajj among their ranks or loitering by the kitchen. 

“Not tonight, Colonel,” Sheikh Firhan answered.  “He attends these meetings 

at great risk to himself.  He tries to cover for us with the ADF, but I sense he’s 

become anxious about risking exposure, concerned what consequences there might 

be if his being here were discovered.  I respect his caution, and advise that you do 

likewise.” 

“Fine, fine.”  The Colonel sat down stiffly, gauging an appropriate demeanor 

to the gallery of upset faces around him.  “I see that many of you are unhappy 

tonight.  I warned you last time that I’d be taking action.  My men took the police 

station with minimal violence.  You should be grateful.” 

“Grateful, Colonel?” one of the elders chided angrily.  “You laid siege to the 

middle of the city, with hundreds of armed men.  People are terrified.  There are 

bullet holes in the door of my nephew’s school.  A school, Colonel!  These are 

children.  You turned downtown into a war zone, and whether you intended to or 

not you put a lot of innocent people at risk!” 

“For all I know,” the Colonel began, “those were ADF bullets that struck your 

nephew’s school.  Be careful where you lay blame.  We fought back an ADF assault 

and took the police station.  A National Police station.  It belongs to the state, not to 

the handful of ADF thugs who were camped out in it, and not to the ADF forces who 

tried to prevent our approach.  I told you to keep your people out of harm’s way.” 
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The young attendant poured tea into small glass mugs, handing one to al-

Arabi and another to the sheikh.  “Thank you, son,” Sheikh Firhan nodded to the 

attendant, then turned his face toward al-Arabi.  “Yes, there is anger in the room 

tonight over what happened.  Anger toward you and the army.  But also anger 

toward the ADF.  All of us here in this room want to see an end to your siege, and an 

end to any more violence.  Before it claims innocent lives.”  The sheikh took a 

tentative sip of the hot tea, then resumed. “The Magharba elders are withdrawing 

any support for the ADF.  We cannot stop you from doing what you’re doing, but I 

pray we can convey to the ADF that the tribe will not condone any more 

confrontations like we saw the other day.  Perhaps the ADF will reconsider any 

reprisal against you if it knows that the tribe does not endorse its activities.” 

“I’m glad to hear that, Sheikh,” the Colonel smiled thinly in approval.  

“Because my job is not yet done.  Momentum is on my side and I plan on capitalizing 

on it.”  The elders gazed at one another in concern, muttering in low tones.   

“Meaning what, Colonel?” one of the elders asked gravely. 

“My sources tell me that Jathran has found a buyer for a tanker of crude.  In 

North Korea.  Not exactly the kind of trading partner that Tripoli wants, but North 

Korea is willing to ignore the embargo on any oil illegally shipped out of ADF 

territory through Libyan waters.  If the ADF authorizes that ship to leave the port, it 

is an act of treason against the state and the Navy will stop it.  And what will Jathran 

do then, what will the ADF do?  Will they challenge the Navy in a test of resolve, pit a 

tanker against a frigate?  Will they send a cargo ship and $30 million in crude to the 

bottom of the bay out of spite?  Will they destroy the pipeline?  I must act quickly 

before those options are available to the ADF.”  Al-Arabi could feel the tangible 

mantle of silence that spread across the room.  He had laid out the facts.  Now came 

the last blow. 

“To answer your question, sir, I mean that some time soon, in the next day or 

so when I think the timing is right, my troops will move to occupy the port,” al-

Arabi’s words dropped like a sack of bricks.  “So I wonder, gentlemen, will you rally 

your tribesmen into open combat alongside the ADF against my men?  Or will you 

accept that you cannot win this, and step aside?” 
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Sheikh Firhan looked ill, like he had been punched in the stomach.  “We told 

you we won’t back the ADF, not now, not when it’s in our interests to avoid any 

more bloodshed and risk further splitting the tribe’s loyalties.  Even if that means 

trading the ADF’s gunbarrel authority for yours.  What more would you possibly 

have us do, Colonel, so no one dies?” 

“Stay home, Sheikh.  Tell your people to stay home. Obey the curfew until I 

say it’s lifted and stay out of the streets until I’ve done my job.  If you can, plead with 

Jathran and his henchmen to stay home.  We will not harm anyone who stays out of 

the way.  But know this.  Anyone between the police station and the road to the oil 

pier at the port will be viewed as a threat, and will be dealt with as one.” 

Al-Arabi stood up and brushed his hands over his thighs to remove the 

wrinkles in his khakis.  “With that, gentlemen, I think we’re done.  No more 

meetings, no more foot-dragging.  This is my show now and I plan on concluding it 

quickly, decisively. My thanks for your hospitality and tea these past few weeks.  I 

sincerely hope that if we meet again in the future, it is as allies working to bring this 

city and its oil back to life in the right way.” 

Al-Arabi and the Captain walked toward the door, and the Colonel paused 

before the young attendant turned the knob and swung the door open for them.  

“You are men of reason.  Recognize reason when you hear it,” al-Arabi said, his firm 

commanding voice curbed with the suggestion of a plea.  “Don’t sacrifice your 

tribesmen so Jathran can use Ajdabiyah like a chessboard.  This game is over.”   

The two officers left the residence and walked back toward the 4x4 

command vehicle through the still silence of the empty street.  Silence, al-Arabi 

thought, canting his head back and looking up into the night sky.  He stopped 

abruptly, the soles of his boots fused to the broken asphalt beneath them.  “Son of 

bitch.” 

“Sir?” the captain inquired. 

“Son of a bitch!  Captain, that sound we heard before tonight’s meeting, that 

buzz, more like a whine…  Coming from overhead…” al-Arabi could feel puzzle 

pieces assembling in his brain.  “What did it sound like to you?” 
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“Well,” the captain searched for the right words, “almost like a swarm of 

bees.  But not organic.  Mechanical.  Some type of small engine, maybe.  Honestly, 

Colonel, it sounded like a tiny helicopter.” 

“Or a quad-copter,” al-Arabi thoughts became unveiled. 

“You don’t think, Sir….” 

“Oh, I do think exactly that.  Those boys we saw the other day.  The Firhani 

kid who ran away with that thing in his arms.  The other boy, in the ADF jacket, he 

said it was a quad-copter.  A four-rotor, remote control vehicle.”  The Colonel 

whispered the words again to himself in deliberate slowness, gradually merging 

them with the image of his encounter with the boys moving past his mind’s eye 

frame by frame.  

“Just kids with a toy, Sir,” opined the captain. 

“No. No, no, no.” Al-Arabi took a few slow steps forward, letting the potential 

of the information streaking through his head find form.  “Not a toy, after all.  Think 

about it.  You saw the device, its approximate size, and you know how digital 

cameras work, more or less.  Not so hard to imagine a camera attached to that 

hovering craft.  And not so different than a surveillance platform.  A drone.  It’s a 

drone.”  The pieces converged in Al-Arabi’s perception.  “Two teenage kids out, 

breaking curfew, one in an ADF jacket and the other bolted like a rabbit with the 

quad-copter.  I think the little shits have been spying on us.  Probably feeding info to 

the ADF, or even working for the ADF.  And a Firhani kid at that.  I don’t care what 

Sheikh Firhan says about wanting to avoid conflict.  It’s clear that at least some 

members of his clan are neck-deep in the ADF.  When we move on the port, Captain, 

I don’t give a damn whom we see, even if it’s a couple of kids.  We have to assume 

anyone on that road or anywhere near the port is a threat.” 

The captain paused before replying in obligatory military respect, the solemn 

implications of the Colonel’s words heavy in his ears.  “Yes, Sir.  If we must.” 

“I had that kid in my hands.  He had the damned controller right there in his 

grip.  And I let him go.  I thought I’d scare some sense into his thick skull and send 

that runt running home to his mother.  I actually thought he was just some punk kid, 

Captain, and I let him go.  That kind of softness, that sloppiness, was a mistake.  I 
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won’t make it again.”  Al-Arabi and the Captain returned to the 4x4, each of them 

lost in thought during the silent drive back to the police station. 
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XVII 

 “We’re all tired, boys, but stick it out a little longer, at least until we can check 

out the camera footage,” Abdallah said, patting Hamoud and Farad with a knobby 

broad hand before unslinging the AK from his back and leaning it in the corner of 

the ADF meeting room.  They had just returned from the surveillance mission 

targeting the army command vehicle and it was late.  Hamoud squelched a yawn 

while Farad spooled up the camera feed on his computer. 

 “Skip past them driving around and get to the part where the officers are at 

the entrance to that house,” Commander Abubakar instructed, taking a seat at the 

table where a handful of ADF senior cadre were already gathered.   Farad fast-

forwarded through the footage, the image of the tan 4x4 weaving through the 

streets advancing with unnatural amplified speed.  “There.  Slow it back down, and 

try to zoom in on the faces.”  Abubakar leaned in over Farad’s shoulder, inching 

toward the laptop screen. 

 They could see the figures of the two officers standing in the street in front of 

the residential door, the door drawing inward as it opened, and a face peering out, 

as they had seen less than an hour earlier.   “Closer.  Zoom in as far as you can,” 

Abubakar echoed his previous instruction.  Farad tapped at his keyboard, the faces 

of all three men expanding on the image.  Hamoud recognized them instantly. 

 “That one’s al-Arabi, the Colonel,” Abubakar said, pointing at the computer.  

“The other officer must be his driver or his guard, maybe his right-hand man.”  The 

commander then shifted his focus toward the figure in the doorway.  “Farad, how 

about some tea?”  Farad looked up at Abubakar with slight confusion, his eyes heavy 

with exhaustion.  He signed, pushed his chair back from the table, and left the room 

to heat some water in the kitchen.  Hamoud struggled to understand the 

commander’s request to Farad for tea, now, when they were all gleaning prized 

information from the drone’s haul like squeezing garnet liquor from a handful of 

pomegranate seeds.   

 Abubakar glanced quickly over his shoulder, waiting for Farad to vanish 

behind the corner into the kitchen.  He pulled his mobile phone from his pocket, 

pecked at the keypad with his fingertip, and slid the phone toward the middle of the 
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table.  “That man,” he pointed toward the computer screen and to the face in the 

doorway, lowering his tone and addressing the men arranged near either elbow, 

“that’s Jabar al-Firhani.  Sheikh Firhan’s gopher.  I think maybe one of his sons, 

through a second or third wife, a non-Magharba wife.  That can only mean that Col. 

al-Arabi and the other officer have been meeting with Sheikh Firhan all this time, 

maybe other Firhani leaders, and probably other Magharba elders loyal to the 

Firhan clan.”  Hamoud now understood Abubakar’s seemingly odd order to Farad 

for tea, and the realization sent a frigid wave down the fine hairs along his spine.   

 “So the Firhani leadership has been colluding with the army,” one of the ADF 

senior officers grimly stated what everyone else feared to.  “What’s the next move?” 

 Abubakar crossed his arms across his chest and slowly drummed the fingers 

of one hand against the opposite bicep.  “Well,” he opened, speaking slowly, “we 

need to send a message.  We can’t kill the Colonel.  If we do, there’d be nothing to 

stop Tripoli from sending in another battalion, maybe more.  Maybe even roll in 

some artillery, or air support, and probably come down on us hard.  But this 

betrayal can’t go unanswered.  The Firhani clan and the elders need to see that they 

can’t plot against the ADF, behind our backs.  We can’t have the tribe undermining 

us and making the military’s job any easier.  Are we agreed?” 

 The ADF senior officers nodded in approval, registering the consensus in 

each pair of eyes, all faces tight with resignation.  “Then it’s done,” Abubakar said, 

his finality lingering in the room like the silence after a thunderclap.  “I’ll make a call 

later, and it’s done.  That’s all for now.  Double-check the sentry roster for tonight 

and let’s bring this day to an end.”  The men began to shuffle away from the table, 

saying nothing, only the sound of fabric against fabric as they slid on their autumn 

coats.  “Hamoud, not you.  Sit for a moment, here by me.” 

Abubakar pointed at his cellphone lying on the tabletop, its face emanating a 

soft blue glow.  “That’s Jathran on speaker,” Abubakar whispered in Hamoud’s ear.  

“He wants to talk to you.”  The commander’s cheeks pulled back into an awkward 

smile, his stern sun-weathered face with the scarred brow unaccustomed to 

communicating kinder expressions like encouragement or approval.  “Jathran, the 
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boy is here now,” Abubakar directed his voice toward the phone, his eyes 

summoning Hamoud to lean in closer over the table. 

“Excellent, excellent,” Jathran said in greeting.  “Great work tonight, Hamad.” 

“Hamoud,” Abubakar tried to gracefully correct.  

“Yes, of course, Hamoud,” Jathran’s voice crackled over the phone, not 

skipping a beat.  “Son of a Magharba hero, a martyr for the revolution I hear, yes?”  

“Yes sir,” Hamoud replied timidly, gripped by giddy shock to hear Jathran’s 

voice, to hear Jathran say his name, to recognize his family’s loss and sacrifice.  “Yes, 

my father died three years ago, in the militia.” 

“That’s excellent, son.  Not his death, of course, Allah preserve his memory, 

but his commitment.  Now your commitment, so I hear from the commander.  This 

little hummingbird of yours has been very useful.  Very useful,” Jathran said with a 

slight cajoling lilt, as though Hamoud was several years younger than his mid-teens. 

“Thank you, sir.  I hope so.” 

“Very proud of you, boy.  Keep it up.  With the army carving out a foothold 

downtown, it’s only a matter of time until they try to take the port from me.  From 

us, Hamoud.  Do you understand?  They want to take the port away from its rightful 

masters.  We can’t let that happen, son.  Do what the commander asks of you, as 

though it was me asking if of you.  Keep doing your part.  Very proud.  May Allah 

bless you, Hamad.” 

“Of course sir.  And you.” Hamoud tingled with satisfaction.  Jathran giving 

praise and blessings to him!  Asking him to do his part for the Magharba!  And only 

two months ago passing the time in wasted afternoons of gossip in Farad’s 

courtyard, Hamoud thought to himself.   Now, Jathran was telling him he was 

important.  For the first time since his father was killed, since Idriss left for Europe 

and the monotonous passage of days lost all real value, Hamoud felt important. 

“Excellent, excellent.”  Jathran’s voice then switched gears, becoming less 

sonorous and more conversational.  “Hey, Abu, take me off speaker and let’s talk 

about next steps.  Is the kid still….”  

Abubakar quickly swept the phone off the tabletop into his hand, tapped the 

speaker function off, and said, “Hang on a minute, Jathran.”  The commander turned 
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his head toward Hamoud, who was still looking at the center of the table where the 

phone had been and smiling contentedly to himself.  “Hamoud, you can go now.  

Nicely done tonight.  But keep anything you heard in tonight’s meeting to yourself 

for the time being, alright?” 

Hamoud nodded and glided away from the table.  It was very late, but he 

didn’t expect a scolding from his mother once he returned to the house.  He had 

been home late the past three nights and she seemed to have abandoned 

admonishing him for ignoring curfew as a lost cause.  Let her yell, or let her be 

silent, Hamoud thought.  A mother’s punishment is for children.  And he did not feel 

like a child.  Not anymore.  A drone pilot for the ADF, a defender of the Magharba 

tribe, yes.  Not a child.  But he did feel suddenly, satisfying exhausted, like he had 

accomplished a man’s job this day and sleep would be his reward. 
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XVIII 

 It took Hamoud forty-five minutes to walk to Farad’s house, the time flying 

by as the events of the night before, of Jathran’s voice, reverberated in his head.   

The courtyard door was locked, an unusual measure for Farad’s family, so Hamoud 

rapped on the door.  After a long moment, Farad opened the door looking gloomy 

and nauseated, his eyes red-rimmed.  “What is it, Hamoud?” 

 “Where you sleeping?  It’s almost noon.  You look terrible.  You okay?” 

Hamoud inquired, becoming concerned. 

 “No, Hamoud, I’m not.”  Farad stepped back from the threshold, letting 

Hamoud into the courtyard.  “My cousin Jabar was killed.  Murdered.  They found 

him in his bed this morning, his throat slit.” 

 Hamoud let out a quiet gasp, putting his hands on Farad’s shoulders.  “Allah!  

What happened?” 

 “What do you think happened?” Farad hurled back with agitation.  “Jabar was 

my uncle’s son, through another wife.  Sheikh Firhan’s son.  He was with my uncle 

last night.  I think he was the guy we saw in the doorway at the meeting site, the one 

we saw with the two army officers.  I’m not sure, the footage wasn’t on my laptop 

anymore when I got it back from Abubakar.  Allah’s mercy, Hamoud, I think they 

killed him.” 

 “Who did?” Hamoud was still not making the grisly connection.  “The army?” 

 “No, Hamoud.  Who do you think?  The ADF!  I think the ADF killed him to 

scare my uncle, as punishment for talking to the army.” 

 “You don’t really…” Hamoud stopped, sensing his friend’s pain and anger 

dripping from him in charged waves.  “There’s no way the ADF would kill him, kill a 

Firhani,” Hamoud protested, his mind resisting the accusation. 

 “Think about it,” Farad trembled and shifted his weight foot to foot, unable to 

stand still.  “Abubakar has been saying for a while now that someone in the tribe has 

been cooperating with the army.  They think it’s my uncle, and some of the other 

Firhani elders.  It makes me sick to my stomach, Hamoud.” 

 “But…” Hamoud could feel the truth of Farad’s words worming into his 

awareness. 
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 “I can’t do this anymore.  I can’t be part of this ADF crap.  Not if they’re going 

to retaliate against my family.  You know what this means, Hamoud?  It means the 

ADF and the tribe aren’t on the same page.  They’re taking sides against each other.  

And Jabar got caught in the middle, paid for it with his life.  And I feel like I caused 

it.” 

 “No, you can’t think like that,” Hamoud tried to offer sympathy but still 

struggled with the news.  “The ADF has been good to us.  They let us help but never 

once asked us to pick up a gun.  They’ve kept us away from trouble.  This can’t be 

right.” 

 “Hamoud, open your eyes.  We’re in this just as deep as if we were pointing 

guns at the army.  There’s no denying it.  I can’t do this anymore.” 

 “Farad, hang on.  You can’t back down now.  We’ve done so much.  I need you.  

I need you and your computer.  With me and the drone.  We’re a team,” Hamoud 

implored. 

 “My computer?  You need my computer?  You jackass, Hamoud.  If that’s all 

my friendship means to you then take the damn computer.”  Farad stared deeply 

into Hamoud’s face, waiting for his offer to be rejected the moment it was made. 

 “I don’t want your computer, Farad.  I want you with me.  A team.” 

 “Hamoud, I’m scared.  This is serious shit.  They killed my cousin.  Who’s 

next?  My father?  Me?”  Farad’s lip contracted and quavered, his eyes pooling with 

tears. 

 “Okay… Okay, look.  If you’re worried, then isn’t it better to stay with the ADF 

for now, stay with me?  It shows you’re loyal.”  Hamoud was scrambling for ideas, 

not wanting to choose between his friend and his ADF, his drone.   

 “I don’t know, Hamoud.  This was supposed to be fun.  Something you and I 

did with some cool tech until this whole thing with the army blows over.  But people 

have died.  I can’t have blood on my hands, my family’s blood.”  Farad could hold 

back no longer and he doubled over, sobbing into his bent knees, his arms cupped 

over his head as if shielding himself from his own grief and guilt.   

 Hamoud knelt beside him, laying an arm across Farad’s shoulders.  “I’m so 

sorry.  We’ll make this right.  Be with your family today, give them strength.  
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Tomorrow we’ll go to ADF headquarters.  We’ll think of an excuse, something to give 

you some distance from the ADF for a while.  Maybe you have relatives in Benghazi 

and you’re going there for the rainy season.”   

 Farad sniffed and groaned, trying to purge the tears from his throat.  

“Whatever.  I’ll go to HQ tomorrow with you.  But then that’s it, Hamoud.  I need to 

get away from this, to get away from the ADF and any more of this drone stuff.  I just 

can’t do it anymore.”  Farad took several deep breaths, slowly regaining an upright 

posture, and looked at Hamoud.  “You should get out too.  It’s just you.  Your father is 

gone, and Idriss isn’t around to pull you back.  You’re more vulnerable than I am.  I 

don’t want the ADF to use you up and then toss you aside once the drone has 

outlived its usefulness, or gets wrecked beyond repair.  We both need to get out.” 

 No way, Hamoud thought to himself.  Farad is upset, and understandably so.  

This was a terrible, crushing thing to endure.  Hamoud knew the bitterness of losing 

family to war, and he understood everything Farad had just said.  But it was not his 

time to withdraw.  Jathran told him he was needed, now more than ever.  Farad 

could pull away from the ADF and nurse his hurt, but Hamoud had to stay.  More had 

to be done.   “Tomorrow, we’ll go together and we’ll talk to Abubakar.  It’s going to 

be alright.” 

 “I don’t think it will, Hamoud.  How can it?”  Farad gazed out toward the sky, 

watching the low clouds gathering moisture over the sea in the distance, the cool air 

teeming with the threat of rain.  “I miss the summer.  I miss you and me kicking a 

soccer ball around the courtyard, talking about who in the neighborhood would 

make a good girlfriend.  I miss that.  We’ve lost something, Hamoud.  Something 

important.”  

 Or found something important, Hamoud replied wordlessly inside his head.  

Although Farad was at least two inches taller than Hamoud, he looked smaller today, 

his thin arms childlike, so different from the sinewy muscle and broad shoulders of 

the ADF men that congregated at the HQ courtyard.  Hamoud could envision Farad 

kicking a soccer ball against the wall alone, while Hamoud took an imaginary seat 

next to the ADF fighters, trading lewd jokes and exaggerated stories of heroism in 
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the face of the army’s shadow.  “Tomorrow, Farad.  One more day, and we’ll make 

this better.” 
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XIX 

“We need to be smart about this, Captain.  We’ll get one shot and we’ll have to 

move fast or the ADF will bog us down.”  Col. al-Arabi inspected his bulletproof vest 

and helmet in the corner of his command center office in the police station, ejected 

the magazine from his pistol to count the full load of rounds and then slapped the 

magazine back into place.  “This morning, we’ll park the personnel carriers in a line, 

tip to tail and loaded with men, ready to move as a column all at the same time when 

I give the order.  All of us.  We’ll leave the police station.  Let the rabble have the city.   

If we can secure the port, we’ll have done our job.” 

“Yes, Sir,” the captain replied, running through the same equipment check as 

the Colonel just had.  “We can keep the razor wire and rooftop firing positions in 

place so we don’t telegraph that we’re leaving.  The ADF keeps eyes on this place, no 

doubt.” 

“Good thinking, Captain,” al-Arabi nodded his agreement.  “We need 

whatever edge we can get.  I know it’ll be a tough order to give, but tell the men that 

anyone we encounter along the way has to be neutralized.  If Sheikh Firhan was 

being straight with us, then the streets should be clear of anyone except the ADF.  

And if he was just stringing us along, then ADF, Magharba, it won’t make a 

difference.  And keep your eyes up.  If we’re being watched from above, we’ll need to 

pluck that eye right out of the sky.” 

“Yes, Colonel.”  The captain retied his boots, the laces biting into the leather.  

“Awful thing about the sheikh’s attendant, Sir.” 

“The sheikh’s son, actually.  Yes, awful.  He seemed like a decent man.  Quiet, 

respectful.  Dutiful.  No one deserves to be murdered in their sleep.” 

The captain looked at al-Arabi as the Colonel collected the papers on the desk 

and slid them into a canvas bag, leaving the desktop empty.  “Do you have children, 

Sir?” the captain asked, his customary military formality suspended for a moment. 

“Me? No, no.” the Colonel smiled slightly as he fastened the flap of the canvas 

shoulder bag.  “Never really had the time.  Or the temperament, I suppose.  My day 

job has kept me a little busy these past… twenty years.”  Al-Arabi turned toward the 

captain.  “You?” 
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“Two.  Twin girls.  Probably driving their mother crazy right now. They’re 

three years old.   That’s a bad age for one parent to have to deal with twins alone.” 

The captain smiled warmly as he folded and packed the last of the city maps, heavily 

annotated with grease pencil, into an attaché case. 

“Well, Captain.  Let’s make this afternoon a good day’s work and hopefully 

get you a little closer to seeing those girls again.” 

“Yes, Sir.” 
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XX 

 Rumor circulated around ADF headquarters that something was afoot at the 

police station that morning.  The ADF spotter reported via updated texts that since 

sunrise the troops were scurrying about their tasks in full battle gear, the personnel 

carriers all fully loaded with fuel, soldiers on the roof scanning the northern horizon 

with binoculars toward the port road.   The ADF senior commanders busily 

discussed strategies, organizing fighters into teams assigned to various SUVs idling 

in the streets adjacent to the compound.  If something happened today, the ADF 

would not be caught unaware as it had when the police station fell to the army.  No 

failures this time. 

 Farad sat at the table in the windowless meeting room as men bustled 

around him.  He was fiddling with his laptop in slow, listless distraction, his head 

propped up against his palm and elbow leaning heavily on the table.  The drone 

footage of three faces – two army officers and the murdered Jabar al-Firhan – was 

frozen on the screen.  His obvious sadness failed to register with any of the ADF men 

occupied with pre-deployment preparations throughout the compound.   

 “If something happens today, can Farad be counted on to muster and snap 

out of his funk?” Abdallah the ADF guard asked Hamoud in the kitchen while the big 

man filled his water bottle from the rusty sink faucet.  “I know the kid is upset, but 

Abubakar won’t cut him any slack when the order to move is given.” 

 Hamoud was charging the drone’s lithium battery from an outlet on the 

kitchen wall.  “Farad will come through if it comes to that.  It’s just been a tough time 

for him, and his family,” Hamoud replied with cagey detachment, looking over at 

Abdallah to see how his words were received.   

 “Hell of a thing about his cousin,” Abdallah ratcheted the bolt on his AK back 

and forth in rapid succession, clearing the chamber, his eyes fixed only on his 

weapon.  “It’s a shame that a Firhani died like that.  Also a shame that any Firhani 

would betray the ADF for the army,” he said, leaving the kitchen. 

 Hamoud gulped audibly at Abdallah’s remark and at how suddenly the man 

retreated from their dialog.  No one at headquarters had said a word about the 

sheikh’s murdered son, the subject tacitly branded as off limits.  Had times been 
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different, the Firhani elders would have gathered in council, publicly summoned the 

community leaders and the oldest males from respected households, and the Firhani 

demand for justice would be the topic of conversation at every Magharba dinner 

table.  But Sheikh Firhan issued no call for an assembly, and the ADF men avoided 

the topic altogether as though it never happened.   

 “Hamoud!” Abubakar’s voice boomed from the meeting room.  Hamoud 

unplugged the battery and walked toward the commander, seeing Farad glumly 

loading his computer into a messenger bag.  “Grab the drone, we’ve got to move.”  

Hamoud sensed Farad eyes on him, pleading silently for an excuse to escape. 

 “Commander, I didn’t hear any orders yet to mobilize.  Do we need to…” 

 “Yes,” Abubakar gave a quick preemptive answer that lopped off Hamoud’s 

question.  “We need to go,” his finger making a circle around himself, Farad, and 

Hamoud, as Abdallah joined the group.  “I think the army is going to try to take the 

port, today.  If we charge out of HQ like last time, the army will see us coming and 

either get a head start or form a barricade in the streets, then draw us in to their 

game on the north side of the city.  Jathran says we’ve got to be careful about direct 

combat in town.  If some kid or old woman gets hit in the crossfire, the press will fall 

over itself to call us the villains.  So I’m going to keep the fighters here on alert.  You, 

me, Farad, we’re going to drive to the port road right now ahead of the military 

convoy, hide out and wait.  Once the army passes us, you launch the drone and we’ll 

track them all the way to the port.  We’ll only have a small window between the 

army arriving and them digging in and fortifying.  We’ll give them a moment to think 

they’ve succeeded, maybe send some men out to give a little token resistance along 

the way so it doesn’t seem too easy.  And then before they can set up barriers and 

checkpoints and barbed wire, that’s when I’ll order the fighters to move.  We’ll hit 

the army in numbers and drive them into the sea, and our guys will have the benefit 

of knowing exactly what they’re getting into this time thanks to the info from the 

drone.”   

 “Why today?” Hamoud asked, drawn in by the tactical details Abubakar laid 

before him, feeling like he had become part of the ADF’s inner circle worthy of the 

full picture.  After all, this was a special mission.  His mission.  If Abubakar was going 
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to make him and the drone such an important fulcrum in the ADF’s story today, 

Hamoud wanted to know the entire plot. 

 Abubakar motioned the group to walk, heading through the compound 

toward his SUV parked outside the courtyard entrance.  “Because the army knows 

that Jathran wants to get one of the tankers topped off with crude and away from 

the port before the military can do anything about it.  Jathran has a buyer lined up, 

someone willing to buy our oil and bypass the tyrants in Tripoli.  It’ll be Cyrenaica’s 

first oil payday.  Imagine what $40 million from that sale will do for this city, for the 

ADF.”  Hamoud wasn’t sure, but he thought he almost detected a smile on 

Abubakar’s face.   

 It seemed like every ADF fighter in Ajdabiyah was crowded inside the 

compound, the narrow hallways and the gravel courtyard teemed with stern and 

anxious faces, a concrete hive brimming to capacity.  But Hamoud did not see Uncle 

Hajj anywhere in the throng.  Come to think of it, he hadn’t seen Uncle Hajj in days.  

It seemed like a strange time for him to be absent, now that destiny and the army’s 

insolence called for every cog in the ADF machine to operate together.  Hamoud 

hesitated to ask, but Abubakar was holding nothing back so far this morning and he 

saw no harm in the inquiry.  “Where’s Uncle Hajj?” he kept the question simple, 

direct. 

 Abubakar continued walking toward the courtyard threshold, his eyes 

straight ahead, nudging his shoulder forcefully past clusters of men.  “Uncle Hajj…. 

It’s complicated, Hamoud.  Uncle Hajj told us he had informants that tipped him off 

to those meetings between the Colonel and the tribal leaders.  And he gave us bits 

and pieces of information, some of it useful.  But I think it was actually Uncle Hajj 

who had been attending the meetings with the Colonel and the Firhani all along and 

there were no informants.”  Abubakar imbued his words with added emphasis, 

waiting for Hamoud to extract their unspoken meaning.  The blankly inquisitive look 

on Hamoud’s face indicated he did not.  “Uncle Hajj has done a lot for Ajdabiyah, and 

for the ADF.  But even though he’s not Firhani by blood he’s always been close to 

Sheikh Firhan.  I think he values the sheikh over the ADF.  Hamoud…” Abubakar 

searched for the right delivery, knowing the boys’ affection for the affable old man, 
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“I think Uncle Hajj knew the army was going to attack the police station, and he said 

nothing to us.  He definitely knew it was Sheikh Firhan who was cooperating with 

the army, and he said nothing to us.  I don’t know why he’d keep that from the ADF, 

but it calls his loyalty to us into question.  After Jabar…” Abubakar readjusted, “after 

the events of the past few days, I think Uncle Hajj is keeping his distance.  You 

probably won’t find him around town anymore.” 

 Hamoud was stunned.  He glanced over at Farad with his mouth partially 

agape, and Farad returned the look with a furrowed brow, his eyes slightly 

narrowed and tiled forward, his firm and sadly prescient expression carefully 

crafted to send one clear message that Hamoud grasped: if what Abubakar said was 

true, or what Abubakar believed to be true, then perhaps one morning it would be 

Uncle Hajj found in bed with his throat slit.   The thought nearly made the meager 

breakfast curdle in Hamoud’s stomach.  But so did the thought that immediately 

followed.  Why had Uncle Hajj kept information away from the ADF? 

 “Don’t concern yourselves with such things now,” Abubakar gave the boys a 

short but pregnant glimpse.  “It will all get resolved, in time.  Collect the drone, 

Hamoud, and meet us at the SUV.” 

 “Does Farad really need to come with us on this?” Hamoud asked the 

commander, hoping to give his friend the chance to disengage from the tumult at the 

headquarters building, to step back from the day’s operation that lay ahead.  It 

couldn’t be good for Farad to be part of this, not now, floating helplessly like a cork 

in an ocean of ADF faces that must surely look different to Farad after his cousin’s 

death.  No one had called him “brother” all morning or tucked a crooked cigarette 

behind his ear like the men once did when all Hamoud and Farad needed to concern 

themselves with was unswept floors and dirty tea cups.  “I can fly the drone and 

record the camera footage, and then we can look at it back here and you can brief 

the men.” 

 “Leave the planning to me, Hamoud,” Abubakar seemed irritated at the 

proposition.  “Yes, Farad rides with us.  I need a live feed, on the spot and in the 

moment.  That way I can phone back anything I see whenever I see it.  Just get the 

drone.  Speed is important now.”   
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Hamoud couldn’t help but notice the commander’s choice of words, “I need” 

and “I see.”  Abubakar alone.  It didn’t feel like a team today.  Not him and Farad, and 

certainly not the two teenagers and the ADF commander, under the watchful eyes 

and practiced trigger finger of Abdallah.    An odd realization struck Hamoud, the 

stark truth that it was probably easier for Abubakar to replace him than it would be 

to replace the drone.  He regretted raising the prospect to Abubakar that Farad sit 

the day out elsewhere, an awkward and clumsy attempt to shield his distressed 

friend.  Jathran’s voice from the phone call two days earlier rose in his ears, the ADF 

founder and supreme leader bidding Hamoud to follow Abubakar’s orders as though 

they were issued by Jathran himself.  Hamoud would comply, trusting to Abubakar’s 

leadership.  Besides, Farad had said almost nothing all morning, even as Hamoud 

floundered for ways Farad could be excused from the operation.  Farad seemed 

disinterested and distant behind an impenetrable shell.  Too many thoughts were 

competing for Hamoud’s attention this morning.  Too much was happening too fast 

for him to sort it all out, and Abubakar’s mission would not afford the leisure of deep 

contemplation today.  Hamoud wasn’t sure whether to feel excited, agitated, 

nervous, courageous, or whether to feel anything at all.  The only thing Hamoud was 

certain of at that precise moment was that he had a drone on his lap driving in 

Commander Abubakar’s SUV straight toward the military.  The memory of a promise 

he had made to Idriss so many weeks ago to stay out of trouble and not do anything 

dangerous with the drone stuck like a lump in Hamoud’s throat, and he swallowed 

hard to silence it. 
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XXI 

 Abubakar and the drone team drove in a hasty arc that skimmed the outer 

edge of the city toward the port road, avoiding the downtown area and the military’s 

probable path due north from the police station.  Word came in from the ADF 

spotter that the army was beginning to empty the police station and nearly 400 

troops were lining up in platoons behind each personnel carrier.  As planned, 

Abubakar dispatched three squads of ADF fighters to wait at the northern edge of 

town and harass the army convoy when it made its northward advance.  It would 

slow the army down, buying Abubakar, Hamoud, and Farad some time to find 

suitable cover and prepare to launch the drone along the port road, and perhaps 

substantiate the feint of ADF resistance.  “When the Colonel gets into the command 

4x4, that’s your cue to alert the advance squads and to let me know the convoy is 

coming,” Abubakar instructed the spotter over his cell phone.  The main ADF forces 

would then move forward en masse, sealing off the port road to prevent the army’s 

retreat and begin the attack. 

 Ten minutes after leaving the ADF headquarters, Hamoud could see from the 

SUV’s window the looming oil tankers now visible a few hundred meters away like 

sleeping steel titans, and before that the pipeline and the port road converging at 

the oil pier’s threshold. “Just before the pier entrance, behind the pipeline about 

thirty meter up the road, there’s a maintenance shed.  If we pull up behind it, we 

should be out of sight,” Abdallah offered.  Abubakar nodded in agreement and 

steered the SUV off the rutted port road, shedding speed as the rear tires spit up 

geysers of sand, the vehicle swerving under the elevated pipeline toward the small 

cinderblock structure and finally coming to a halt behind the shed. 

 “Hamoud, get ready.  You too, Farad,” Abubakar said, his voice steel as he 

placed his AK across the dashboard within easy reach.  “Send the drone up only 

when I say, after the first five or six personnel carriers roll past us.  As soon as 

images start coming in, I’ll relay info to our men who should be moving up fast.  This 

will all unfold quick, so everyone on their toes, understood?” 

 Hamoud jumped out of the SUV and went through the drone preparation 

with automatic efficiency as his brain shut down all filters and receptors other than 
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those which the drone’s operation would require.  Abdallah unfolded a large dirty 

tarp and cast it like a fishing net over the back half of the vehicle to soften the SUV’s 

profile and inhibit sunlight from glinting off the rear windows, any extra effort to 

avoid instant detection by the army.  The big man then sat in the passenger seat and 

leaned out the open window holding his AK at the ready, its amber-colored wooden 

stock pressed against his cheek.  Hamoud stole a peek around the maintenance shed 

toward the port road, the long asphalt ribbon less than twenty meters away was 

empty and quiet.  For now.   

 “Hamoud!” Abubakar barked from the SUV, “Stay back and stay down!  If 

you’re spotted, it’ll all be over for us before it even starts.”  The drone was ready, 

Hamoud signified with a thumbs-up to Abubakar.  He could only see the obscured 

outline of Farad’s shoulders and head in the back seat of the SUV, and assumed the 

laptop was standing by to receive the camera’s feed.  Farad would have to be their 

eyes, since the team would stay huddled inside the SUV and wouldn’t be able to 

track the drone by direct line of sight.  “Everyone, that’s the text!  The army is 

moving.  It’s all in motion now.  Get ready,” Abubakar called from the SUV.  Nothing 

left to do now but wait, and Hamoud could scarcely tolerate the weight of this calm, 

suddenly and desperately wanting the day to come and go without the uneasy 

stillness ever being interrupted. 

________________________ 

 

 Col. al-Arabi and the captain rode in the command 4x4 with two guards, the 

third vehicle in the army convoy behind two rapid-response jeeps and ahead of the 

column of twenty personnel carriers.  Unlike their arrival at Ajdabiyah nearly three 

months ago, the battalion now moved in a tight, efficient stream, the window 

hatches on the personnel carriers shuttered protectively and the turret-mounted .50 

caliber heavy machine guns atop each vehicle manned by soldiers in heavy flak 

jackets.  The deployment from the police station was quick and seamless, and the 

convoy encountered no obstacles in the dash toward the entrance of the port road 

until, at the northern edge of town, they were strafed with small arms fire by ADF 

fighters shooting from rooftops and moving SUVs.  Nothing the army wasn’t 
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prepared for, hammering the SUVs with concentrated burst from the big .50 caliber 

guns.   

“We’re not going to stick around to mop up any mess, Captain,” al-Arabi 

confirmed.  “Give the order to repel all attackers as needed, but we keep our foot on 

the gas until we’re clear of the town and reach the port.”  The captain relayed the 

command up and down the convoy on a short-wave walkie-talkie.  “Once we hit the 

port road, it’s a sprint to the end, three or four kilometers.  The last two personnel 

carriers will close off the entrance to the oil pier and turn it into a bottleneck for 

anything that approaches.  Then we dig in.  If need be and the ADF moves hard 

against us, we can radio the Navy and get some covering fire from a frigate within 

thirty minutes.  Air Force in Sirte is also standing by if this all goes to hell.  And 

Captain, from here to the pier my order is for weapons free – anything on the port 

road is a target until we lock it down.” 

“Yes, Colonel,” the walkie-talkie again raising to the captain’s ear. 

“The port road is straight ahead.  The home stretch, Captain.  Let’s get this 

finished.”  Col. al-Arabi tightened the chin strap on his helmet.  No real sign of the 

ADF, not yet, but they’d come.  There was no way they’d let the army take the port 

away from Jathran without some kind of major response.  Pride alone would 

demand it.  Still, the advance had only met with brittle resistance so far.  Why was 

the ADF holding back?  The Colonel glanced out the 4x4’s window at the oil tankers 

coming closer and closer into view.  What was the ADF they waiting for?   

Al-Arabi couldn’t shake the suspicion that the handfuls of fighters at the edge 

of town were a ruse, a distraction to give the appearance of effort.  Something felt 

off.  The ADF knew the army was moving and where they were headed.  The only 

thing the ADF couldn’t be sure of was how the army would position itself to defend 

the port.  And once the army arrived at the port and cut the road off, there was no 

way the ADF could know what was happening behind the line unless…   Unless they 

had some way to peer behind that line.   The Colonel pulled from his memory the 

image of a scrawny teenager in an oversized ADF jacket and a Firhani kid racing 

away from a patrol carrying a quad-copter, and then the sound of a high-pitched 

buzz coming from the darkness overhead the night of the last meeting with the 
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tribal elders, the last night of the sheikh’s son’s life.  Al-Arabi lifted his eyes from the 

massive tankers, and up from the port road itself, scanning upward through the 

November haze in the shrinking horizon as the convoy sped toward the sea. 

________________________ 

 

“Not yet,” Abubakar said quietly to Hamoud as he counted off the military 

vehicles that noisily hastened past the SUV’s hiding spot along the port road.  “Now!” 

the commander ordered.  Hamoud had situated the drone several dozen meters 

behind them and away from the road so its takeoff would be as inconspicuous as 

possible.  He now struggled to see the drone’s ascent through the tarp that was 

sheltering the SUV from sight, but when he pulled back on the RC controller to lift 

the drone, he could see the ground retreating on Farad’s laptop screen.  Hamoud 

took the drone up high, away from the hundreds of pairs of military eyes he hoped 

were fixed on the road and not the sky, and then followed the convoy toward the oil 

pier entrance, Farad’s screen never leaving his sight.  Hamoud made slight axis 

stabilization changes and tracking corrections with the controller and watched the 

camera feed to confirm their result.  It was so unnerving, not being able to actually 

see the drone with his own eyes.  Abubakar had by now grasped what the drone was 

capable of and how it worked.  From his tactician’s prism, it was better to stay out of 

sight and to fly the drone from a hiding spot using the camera like an active eyeball, 

not just a passive recorder.  Perhaps, but Hamoud considered himself more of a 

purist, an enthusiast, and suddenly the idea of him and Farad steering the drone in 

lazy circles over the coastline for no other purpose than the simple enjoyment of the 

thing seemed like a beautiful and sadly unattainable vision. 

“Commander, I want to get out of here.  We’re not safe like this,” Farad began 

to squirm in the seat.  Hamoud sensed that Farad had become painfully aware that 

the personnel carriers streaking through the pier entrance under the grainy, shaky 

gaze of the camera were in fact only a few hundred meters away, the thunderous 

bellow of straining diesel engines and hard rubber tires against pitted asphalt was 

coming from the activity itself, not through his computer.   Farad had no refuge from 
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the grinding urgency of the moment, the army outside the SUV, while inside was the 

man who possibly, probably, ordered the murder of Farad’s cousin.  

Abubakar sat in the driver seat like a tuning fork, his unblinking eyes panning 

back and forth between the computer screen and the dusty wake of the convoy 

racing past them toward the pier.  At first Abubakar didn’t seem to hear Farad’s 

complaints, until after a few tense seconds he answered icily, “Farad, keep your 

mouth shut.  Not one more word until I say you can speak.”  Abubakar glanced at 

Hamoud for one charged, dreadful second in silent confirmation that the order 

applied to him as well. 

From the drone’s altitude, it returned images showing the entire pier 

entrance, military vehicles filing past the flimsy gate and then parking alongside it in 

a sawtooth formation, troops exiting the personnel carriers and splitting into two 

columns, one moving toward the oil tanker and the other back toward the pier 

entrance.  “Where’s the Colonel?” Abubakar asked the laptop screen, “where is that 

son of a bitch?  If we can lop off the head of this snake, it might turn all that military 

order and discipline upside down, make them vulnerable.”  He grabbed at Hamoud’s 

forearm. “You’ve got to take us lower, we’re too high.  Find that command vehicle!” 

“Commander, we’re out in the open, no darkness or pipeline noise to cover 

the drone.  If we get too low they’ll see it and start shooting at it,” Hamoud 

protested, surprised as the firmness in his own voice. 

Abubakar slapped Hamoud hard on the side of his head, the impact startling 

Hamoud and triggering an instinctive lifting of his arms to shield his head.  “Do what 

I say, Hamoud!  No time for this crap, just take your orders and do it!”  Hamoud 

looked over at the commander like a whipped dog and, seeing no mercy or regret in 

the man’s face, only anger that twisted his scarred brow like the knuckles of a fist, 

Hamoud complied.  At first he tried to keep the drone outside the center of the 

military’s activity and slowly to began lower it just beyond the dark line of the 

perimeter fence near the pipeline.  “No, Hamoud, I said I want it directly overhead, 

above army at the entrance.  I want to see everything, not just that one side,” 

Abubakar insisted. 
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Hamoud didn’t argue, the drone controller in his hands but not the drone’s 

control.  That was Abubakar’s now.  He repositioned the drone above the pier 

entrance as commanded, the image re-centering on the laptop, and steadily brought 

the craft lower.  Suddenly, the image on the screen began to tilt and waver.  

“Dammit, keep it still, Hamoud!” Abubakar shouted. 

“It’s not me!” Hamoud countered, his eyes darting over the screen for clues.  

“You told me to lower it, right between the pipeline on one side and the tankers on 

the other.  That’s a lot of metal.  Every army vehicle has a short-wave antenna, 

probably cutting into the frequency the RC controller uses.  That’s about twenty 

antennas sandwiched in between metal.  And they’re probably jamming anything 

around the 2.4 Ghz frequencies, like a communications bubble all around them.  

We’re losing the signal.” 

“Get it back!” Abubakar screamed, then quickly snatched up his cell phone, 

calling out any details from the laptop screen he could see.  “Hamoud, I’ve got two 

thousand ADF fighters less than ten minutes away, and they need this info.  Get it 

back!” 

“Allah!” Farad exclaimed, and all eyes in the SUV moved in unison to the 

laptop screen.  Tiny starbursts flared from clusters of troops, their weapons aimed 

into the sky, the barrels staring into the camera.  “They’re shooting at the drone.” 

Abubakar watched as the image on the screen abruptly banked hard to the 

right and the picture became a vertical blur.  “Allah is deaf today,” Abubakar said, 

“the drone is hit.” 

Hamoud followed the drone’s awkward descent, the camera spewing scenes 

of the spinning horizon as if the drone was the center axis of the earth and all else 

was a frantic orbit, until finally the static-laced image of partial sky and partial 

blurry sand flickered on and off in disjointed stutters on the laptop screen.  Hamoud 

flung the SUV door open and sprinted toward the direction of the downed drone, 

still holding the controller.  The camera still worked, they could see that on the 

laptop.  And the drone didn’t crash hard, but instead had corkscrewed its way out of 

the sky.  Maybe just one of the rotors was hit.  Maybe if he got closer, away from the 

corridor of concentrated metallic interference that Abubakar insisted upon, Hamoud 
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could resuscitate the RC link and get the drone back in the air.  It had gone down in 

sand, not in water or on asphalt, so the drone had to be on the far side of the 

pipeline away from the pier entrance.  If he kept low and fast, like the day when they 

deployed the drone for the first time behind the army camp, he could skirt the 

perimeter of the pier entrance and locate the drone. 

“Hamoud!” Abdallah was close on Hamoud’s heels, the big ADF veteran 

running in a partial crouch and stealing glances toward the pier entrance where the 

military now scrambled to dig in.  “Stop!  For pity’s sake, kid, stop!” he pleaded, not 

for Hamoud’s safety but for the accomplishment of the mission, now threatened by 

Hamoud’s impulsive recovery effort.  The ADF core force would be approaching 

within minutes.  But if the army spotted Hamoud and thought he was an ADF scout 

or part of an advance team, they’d pour troops along the fence now, too soon.  

Success depended upon the army thinking it had time to arrange itself before the 

ADF launched an offensive, and the drone feed had hopefully given Abubakar 

enough to relay to the advancing fighters so they’d know exactly where to 

concentrate their fire and pressure.  The army knew the drone was here, but that 

didn’t necessarily mean they knew about Abubakar’s team huddled behind the 

maintenance shed. But if Hamoud is seen… 

Hamoud continued running low to the ground, fiercely scanning the shallow 

crests and valleys of sand constantly being reshaped by the humid, cool breeze 

coming in from the sea.  A few dozen meters ahead he spotted a dark protuberance 

jutting from the sand.  The drone!  Redoubling his pace and summoning all his 

strength, Hamoud sprinted like a madman toward his drone, arms extended for a 

fast grab.  His hand was just clutching the outstretched rotor and he could 

practically feel the drone’s weight pulling up from the sand when Abdallah tackled 

him from behind.  The big man hit Hamoud like a freight train and knocked the air 

from Hamoud’s lungs.  No matter, he and the drone were once again reunited. 

Abdallah pressed Hamoud against the ground.  “Damn, kid, when did you get 

so fast?” he puffed.  “Stupid move.  Abubakar is going to peel your ears back.  But 

you got the drone,” he said quietly, looking at Hamoud for some indication of what 

to do next.  “So, now, do we get back to the SUV and wait for the ADF, hoping 
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Abubakar gave them enough info?  Or,” Abdallah then smiled, the corners of his eyes 

creasing into an expression of defiance, “do you feel like cheating death and getting 

that thing back up in the sky for another look so our brothers know where to hit the 

army and make this count?” 

Hamoud smiled back, any fear from the day’s mission left back in the SUV, 

and said “let’s see if it still works.”  One of the rotors was split where a bullet had 

torn through the light, rigid plastic of the rotor blade, but all else was intact.  

Hamoud shook the sand off the drone carefully, set it upright, and raised the 

controller.  It would be louder with the split rotor, and it wouldn’t be nearly as 

responsive to slight controller adjustments like before, but maybe it would fly.  

Hamoud closed his eyes, brought the rotors back to life, and tugged gently on the 

chrome lever, then more assertively.  It was up!  It wasn’t a graceful takeoff, listing 

awkwardly to one side and bobbling as the three undamaged rotors struggled to 

compensate for the fourth, but it was up.  Hamoud flew the drone behind them and 

away from the pier.  He’d circle around the pier and approach the military from 

behind across the water instead of a direct, up-and-overtop maneuver.  If it crashed 

again, at least it would be on the other side of the action and perhaps keep their 

location unrevealed. 

“I’ll be damned,” Abdallah smiled bigger.  “Your bird is tougher than it looks.”  

Abdallah tried to follow the drone’s path and brought his flattened hand to his 

eyebrows to reduce the glare of afternoon sun caught in the flat coastal atmosphere.  

Just enough sun to glint off of Abdallah’s watch.  Hamoud heard the crack of gunfire 

coming from the military’s position, and Abdallah was shoved backward as though 

by an invisible wave.  Hamoud swiveled his head toward Abdallah, the big man’s 

chest shredded open through his jacket, blood filling the sand around him, and 

Hamoud felt a cold grip around his stomach. 

Hamoud heard a faint scream several hundred meters away in the distance 

where the SUV was parked.  “Hamoud!”  It was Farad, now running from the vehicle 

toward him.  Hamoud waved his arm furiously, trying to repel Farad back to cover 

through force of will.  More pops rang out from the pier entrance, and the sand 
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around Hamoud burst into agitated eruptions.  He stopped his flailing arm, which 

had betrayed his location, and sunk low to the ground.  Farad kept approaching. 

“Farad, get back!” Hamoud screamed, as the low sand crest by his head 

continued to fly apart under a barrage of gunfire.  “You’re going to get yourself 

killed,” he whispered, as Farad continued to advance.  The flurry of lead hurled 

toward him by the soldiers was unrelenting, and Hamoud could feel panic stealing 

his senses away.  He didn’t want to die.  He didn’t want to surrender his lifeblood to 

the sand through gaping holes in his flesh like Abdallah had a few short moments 

before.  But he was pinned down by the army, unable to move or retreat.  He needed 

some way to get the deadly focus off of him so he could slink down the crest and run 

back to the SUV.  Where was the ADF?  They should be here by now.  Hamoud’s 

pulse throbbed in his ears, a voice from some deep crevice of his mind telling him to 

do something now, or accept death.   

Hamoud lay prone, keeping his body as low as he could and still see the 

horizon, then took the drone out of its wide sweep over the bay and instead banked 

it sharply over the military’s position.  The soldiers redirected their aim, trying to 

shoot the drone out of the sky.  Hamoud picked himself up out of the sand and 

scurried along the crest.  Farad was still racing toward him precariously close to the 

road as if oblivious to the steady streams of gunfire unleashed by the troops.  

Hamoud wrenched at the controller, causing the drone to pitch back and forth 

violently, trying to dodge the army’s bullets.  He could see the drone stumbling in 

the air over the pier entrance, and Farad gaining ground in his direction about a 

hundred meters away.  Allah forgive me, Hamoud begged silently.  A cold steel grip 

then wrapped around Hamoud’s spine, usurping his judgment and movements.  

Farad would get them both killed if he gets any closer.  The fool will draw the 

soldiers’ fire onto them both, like pigeons corralled into a chokepoint by a hunter’s 

netting and making for a single converged target.  Hamoud could still double back 

behind the ridge and reach Abubakar’s SUV.  But only if the soldiers have something 

else to shoot at, something other than Hamoud.  Why should I have to die too, 

Hamoud thought, when Farad was already only steps from death.  He would give the 

soldiers a target. 
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Hamoud struggled to keep the drone aloft, the split rotor defying his controls.  

He steered the stubborn drone away from the pier entrance, then dropped it lower 

in the sky to catch the army’s attention and sent it flying toward Farad.  The soldiers 

took the bait, shouted corrections to each other and pulled their gun barrels away 

from the crumbling sand ridge that barely sheltered Hamoud and toward the flailing 

drone.  The air-splitting crack of bullets tracked the drone’s altered path as Farad 

was now visible to the soldiers at the pier entrance.  Troops chased the drone with 

semi-automatic fire, and Hamoud could hear them bark out “target on the road, 

target on the road!”  Time became a slack rope, each second draped over the cool 

coastal breeze in an unbearable slow-motion dream, and Hamoud closed the 

distance between the drone and Farad, now less than a dozen meters apart.  The 

damaged rotor finally succumbed like a limp, broken bird’s wing, and sent the drone 

into a hard lean before skidding to the ground in front of Farad.  The fireworks 

crackle of gunfire tore through the afternoon breeze, and Farad crumpled into the 

sand atop the fallen drone. 

The soldiers’ aim temporarily drawn away, Hamoud darted back toward the 

SUV.  He could hear orders being screamed from the pier entrance behind him and 

the low growl of the personnel carriers.  Back toward the port road, Hamoud saw a 

massive shroud of dust rolling in like a storm cloud.  The ADF was finally arriving, 

their fleet of vehicles boring like a drill toward the front line.  Hamoud straightened 

his spine and now raced at full speed back to the SUV.  Abubakar had already turned 

the engine on and was skidding away from the maintenance shed, the tarp billowing 

away from the exhaust pipe as the vehicle sought traction in the sand.   Hamoud 

hurled himself into the SUV through the open passenger-side window, certain that 

Abubakar would have left him behind had the ground beneath the tires offered 

something better for the tread to grasp.   

The commander steered the SUV in wild swerving spasms, trying to join the 

wall of ADF vehicles fast approaching so as to not be a single, lone target for the 

military to strike.  “Bastard.  Abdallah was a good man,” Abubakar said coldly to 

Hamoud, his eyes riveted to the port road and the approaching ADF vanguard, the 

accelerator mashed to the floorboard.   
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Hamoud swallowed hard against his mounting tears.  “So was Farad,” his 

voice firm, almost defiant.  The truth of his actions began to engulf Hamoud like the 

rising tide.  Had Hamoud really just sacrificed his best friend for his own chance of 

survival?  Had it come to this? 

“Screw Farad,” Abubakar’s voice was an icicle, his shoulders leaning into the 

steering wheel like he was at the helm of a ship sailing into a storm.  “The kid 

became a loose end after his cousin died.  Farad knew too much about these drone 

missions and the ADF to just walk away.  I told him I was going to kill you when you 

got back to the SUV.  That’s why he ran after you.  I had a feeling he’d try to warn 

you.  I just figured the soldiers would gun him down.  But you.  You, Hamoud, did all 

but pull the trigger.”   

Hamoud’s lungs grabbed for air like he had been kicked in the stomach.  His 

hatred for Abubakar was acid against the roof of his mouth.  Abubakar was a 

betrayer, using Farad’s love and friendship against him, deceiving Farad into 

sprinting headlong toward Hamoud, toward the military and certain death.  Maybe, 

Hamoud thought, but Abubakar was right about one thing.  It was Hamoud who was 

responsible for Farad’s death.  Not just by drawing the soldiers’ aim onto Farad so 

Hamoud could slink back to safety like a frightened rodent.  No, Hamoud realized, 

Farad’s fate was sealed the day they became friends all those years ago.  Farad was 

willing to risk death to save him, and Hamoud let him die to save himself.  Hamoud 

remembered Idriss’ words in their last phone call, I wish I’d never sent you that thing, 

like the drone had become a curse.  It wasn’t the drone, Hamoud thought.  It was 

him.  Hamoud wished Farad had never met him, that he, Hamoud, was the root of 

this curse.  Before Hamoud could utter a sob or plead for Allah’s mercy, the SUV was 

suddenly and violently rolled over its own hood as though struck by a mallet of 

lightning, and Hamoud’s world dissolved into smoke and blackness. 
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XXII 

 Hamoud drifted in and out of consciousness, unable to gauge time or 

measure its foggy passing.  After struggling against the stab of fluorescent light on 

the back of his retinas, his senses gradually pulled him back into awareness.  His 

entire body vibrated in inescapable pain, as if in the same fraction of a second his 

flesh had crystalized and was then shattered into an infinity of pieces.  He detected 

the steady rhythm of electronic beeps, the feeling of soft plastic tubing taped to his 

forearms and nostrils, the reality of his hospital bed slowly announcing its presence 

to his anesthesia-dimmed mind.   

 “You’re back.”  The voice was both foreign and familiar.  Hamoud squeezed 

his eyes tightly, trying to reboot his ability to focus, then slowly turned his head in 

the direction of the voice.  Standing over him was a broad-chested man in uniform, 

his black beard flecked with silver.  Col. al-Arabi.  “You’ll have questions,” the 

Colonel said. 

 Hamoud struggled to speak, his vocal chords unresponsive at first, the words 

taking all his concentration to shape in his parched mouth.  Finally, after a series of 

agonizing swallows, he muttered, “What happened?  Where am I?” 

 “You’re in the med bay of a Navy frigate, about five kilometers offshore in 

Sirte Bay,” the Colonel answered.  “As for what happened, well…” he paused, pulling 

up a small stool next to Hamoud’s bed.  “We hit Abubakar’s SUV with a mortar.  It 

took a while before we could dig you out of the wreckage, and frankly you’re lucky 

to be alive.  Abubakar wasn’t so lucky.  The ADF made a hard push for the pier and 

my men held them back.  It was a long fight.  An ugly fight.  By the time it ended, the 

ADF didn’t have the strength to take the port, and my battalion didn’t have the 

strength to hold it.  The ADF pulled back, and I called in for a ship-borne 

evacuation.” 

 “Wait,” Hamoud fought through the chemically induced cobwebs in his brain, 

“so what happened to the port?” 

 “Not much, for all the mess it caused,” the Colonel looked down at his hands, 

their fingers interlaced between his knees.  “I told Tripoli the mission was a failure.  

We had a few options.  We could bomb the pier with aircraft and take the whole 
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thing out, or we could find another way to neutralize it.  So Tripoli made the call to 

bypass the oilfields south of Ajdabiyah, basically freezing any oil in the pipeline in 

place, and instead started rerouting crude from the interior to the ports at Brega 

and Zuweitina.  We cut off Ajdabiyah’s oil, so now no one gets it.  Jathran tried to 

move a tanker out of Libyan waters, but by then the area was crawling with Naval 

vessels, and the Americans even sent out a few frigates and a destroyer to make sure 

our cordon held.  We seized the tanker and moored it in Brega.” 

 It had all been a waste, Hamoud thought.  Everything.  The drone, the 

surveillance mission on the port road.  Farad.  Hamoud realized that he was the only 

person in all the world who knew the truth about Farad’s death, and the awful 

weight of that knowledge pulled at the frayed edges of his soul, threatening to 

unravel him from within.  His chest rose and fell as he wept quietly, the tubing in his 

arm dragging across his face as Hamoud exerted his diminished strength to clumsily 

wipe tears from his eyes. 

 “Take a minute, Hamoud.  I’ll be right back,” al-Arabi said rising from the 

stool, and he walked out of the med bay.  In between his staggered breaths, Hamoud 

could hear the steady chirp of his bedside heart monitor quicken and fluctuate.  Was 

this the sound of his own heart breaking, he wondered. 

 The Colonel returned, followed by another figure, this one squat and portly.  

“Hamoud, my dear boy, you’re awake!” Uncle Hajj exclaimed in relief, his arms 

outstretched, palms facing upward giving thanks to heaven.  Hamoud could scarcely 

believe his eyes, and he questioned whether the sight before him was real or just the 

effect of liquid painkillers dripping into his bloodstream.  Uncle Hajj approached the 

bed and gingerly lifted Hamoud’s sheet, wincing to see the heavily bandaged torso, 

then locked his smiling eyes onto Hamoud’s.  “My boy, my prayers have been 

answered.  You’re a little worse for wear, but I hear you’ll pull through.  A tough 

clan, the al-Tanaan.  You come from a sturdy bloodline.  Cousins of mine, twice 

removed.”  Uncle Hajj’s face began to shed its smile, his eyes softening as he gently 

asked, “you know about Farad?” 

 The mention of that name pulled a renewed wave of tears from Hamoud, and 

Uncle Hajj wiped them from Hamoud’s cheeks with the sleeve of his jacket, a plain 
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blazer, not an olive green field jacket.  “I’m so sorry, Hamoud,” Uncle Hajj whispered, 

placing his hand on Hamoud’s head. 

 The Colonel spoke up from behind Uncle Hajj’s shoulder.  “Hamoud, I’m sorry 

too.  I am.  I came to Ajdabiyah prepared to confront ADF insurgents, not to own 

responsibility for the death of a teenage boy, and the near-death of another.  Once I 

figured out what you and Farad were doing, with your drone, I was angry.  In truth,” 

al-Arabi glanced down at his boots for a moment before lifting his eyes back up, “I 

wanted both of your heads on a pike, right next to Jathran’s.  But it’s a hard thing, 

even for a career soldier and even after all the violence of the revolution, to pull a 

dead boy’s body up from the sand, and another wounded boy from the wreckage of 

an SUV.”  Uncle Hajj canted his head at the Colonel and then toward Hamoud, 

silently imploring the military man to soften the bluntness of his words.  “Sorry,” the 

Colonel apologized, somewhat sheepishly. 

 Uncle Hajj sat next to the bed, patting Hamoud gently.  “I know all of this is 

awful, just awful.  But the Colonel and I have been talking…” 

 “So you did betray the ADF,” Hamoud grimaced at Uncle Hajj. 

 “Hamoud, it’s not as black and white as you might think,” Col. al-Arabi 

interjected.  “Uncle Hajj was there at the meetings with the Firhani elders.  I 

assumed he was an obvious ADF plant, but when my men took the police station 

without much ADF resistance, I came to see that Uncle Hajj holding back 

information from the ADF was intended to prevent bloodshed.  He and I were on 

opposite sides of the same interest.  Don’t be too quick to call anything al-Hajji did a 

betrayal, since he probably saved dozens of Ajdabiyan lives by keeping ADF fighters 

out of my way.” 

 “But yes, Hamoud, you’re right, to an extent.  I don’t think I’ll be very popular 

in town from now on, certainly not with the ADF,” Uncle Hajj tried to fake a grin.  

“My fate really isn’t the question now.  Yours is.”  Hamoud looked confused, and 

Uncle Hajj beckoned the Colonel to step closer. 

 “Hamoud, I’ve been discussing this with Uncle Hajj for the past day or so 

while you were still unconscious,” al-Arabi began.  “You’ve got two choices now, two 

paths.  I can go through the motions of detaining you here for a while, maybe a week 
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or two, and then let you go back in Ajdabiyah.  You were an unarmed teenager in the 

middle of a gun battle, so I can’t exactly hold you as an enemy of the state.  You’d 

probably be welcomed back by the ADF as a hero, a survivor of the port road battle, 

who didn’t crack under army interrogation.  And stories of what you’ve done, what 

you did with that drone, will probably inspire more kids to follow in your footsteps, 

and probably drag this conflict on through yet another cycle.”  The Colonel paused, 

watching as Hamoud let the scenario unfold in his mind. 

 “The other choice?” Hamoud asked the Colonel. 

 “Come with me, and Uncle Hajj, to Tripoli.  Hamoud, we’re trying a new 

approach.  Formal talks and negotiations with the tribal leaders from the east, from 

Cyrenaica.  Most of them have rescinded their support for Jathran after the fiasco at 

the port.  Jathran is becoming isolated, and talking terms of peace and disarmament 

with the tribes is a better alternative than giving Jathran another soapbox to climb 

on.  We’re going to get representatives from the government and the tribes together 

at the table.  Tell your story, to both sides.  Tell them what you did, why you did it, 

and…” the Colonel drew a breath, “… and what it cost you, and Farad.  Be part of a 

solution.  You’re young enough that it would bring a lot of sympathy from both 

sides.” 

 Farad’s name, again.  Hearing it, Hamoud sensed it would haunt him forever. 

 “Understand that this second option comes at a steep price, Hamoud,” Uncle 

Hajj said.  “Like me, the ADF will brand you a traitor.  Ajdabiyah won’t be safe for 

you anymore.  It could be a while, maybe even years if ever, before you could go 

back.  But, like the Colonel said, you’d be a part of a solution.” 

 “If there is a solution,” Hamoud sighed. 

 “We have to hope there is.  Libya can’t be at war with itself forever,” Col. al-

Arabi smiled at Hamoud.  “Rest up for now, you can let us know what you decide 

when your strength comes back.” 
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XXIII 

 “So, how is Tripoli?” Idriss asked, his voice tentative in the long lull after 

Hamoud answered the phone. 

 “It’s… different,” Hamoud said.  “How have you been? I haven’t heard from 

you in a while.” 

 “Uh, well, things are… different for me too.”  Idriss was noticeably 

uncomfortable, the conversation devoid of any natural warmth.  “After what you,… 

after what happened, it’s been really tense in my apartment building.  There’s a few 

other Magharba guys here, and they’ve been hassling me, calling me the brother of a 

traitor.”  Idriss paused, as though leaving a window through which Hamoud might 

protest.  Hearing none, Idriss continued. “I think I have to get out of Rome before it 

gets worse.  I can’t always be watching my back.  Mother is having problems in 

Ajdabiyah, too.  People have cut her off.  She can’t buy food from most of the shops, and 

no one is helping her around the house.  The al-Tanaan name has a stigma now.  I 

think she’s going to come to Italy with me.  We’ll give Naples a try.  There’s really 

nothing left for her, or for me, in Ajdabiyah.” 

 “Naples,” Hamoud absorbed everything Idriss said, trying to prevent his 

voice from cracking, on the verge of tears.  “Naples might be nice.” 

 The silence stretched out like a fire slowly dying, neither brother knowing 

how to fan the embers back to life. 

 “Hamoud,” Idriss finally said, impleading, “Why?  Why are you doing this?  For 

so long you wanted your seat among the grownups, with the Magharba in the ADF.  

Then, when you get it, you piss it all away by blabbing to Tripoli.  What happened to 

your pride?  Why dishonor the city like this and betray everyone you knew?” 

 Hamoud searched for the right words.  He couldn’t tell Idriss the truth, not all 

of it.  It would be too hard for Hamoud to retrace that path and explain everything 

that had happened, to let that guilt drag him back into depression.  It took nearly 

two months before Hamoud could even say his friend’s name when he first 

addressed the large, stately conference room at the Interior Ministry where 

government and tribal representatives assembled at a circular table.  “I’m doing it 

for Farad,” he said at last. 
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 Idriss sighed into the phone.  He doesn’t know what really happened, how 

Farad died, Hamoud reminded himself as he braced for whatever Idriss might say 

next.  “I hear they buried him in the Firhani plot at the cemetery.  It’s a nice site, lots of 

sun and ocean breezes.”  Idriss has chosen to be kind, it seemed.  “I also heard that 

Sheikh Firhan was inconsolable for weeks, losing his son and his nephew two days 

apart.  But once he came around again, he pledged the Firhani to a negotiated 

settlement to honor them both.  So, from tragedy, some hope, perhaps.” 

 “Do you really believe that, Idriss?” Hamoud asked.  “From something 

terrible, something good can grow?” 

 “I guess we’ll see,” Idriss replied softly.  “Listen, we probably won’t be able to 

talk for a while.  I hate to say it, but having you in my life and in Mother’s life is, well, 

difficult.  Down the road, things might be different.  But for now, maybe even a few 

years, I think you should keep your distance.”  

 “I understand,” Hamoud sighed in resignation, “ I really do.  I don’t blame 

you.  I’ll miss you like hell, Idriss.” 

 Hamoud expected Idriss to wind the call down to its ending, a clipped 

farewell salutation followed only with empty static, but the line remained open.  

Quiet, but open.  “Hang on, Hamoud,” Idriss’ voice finally came back into the phone 

like the slightest ray of sunlight. “So…. Tell me about the girls in Tripoli.” 

________________________ 

Support is ebbing in east Libya for a six month blockade of its three oil ports, 
and for former rebel commander Ibrahim al-Jathran whose force led the 
seizure.  Even Jathran's own tribe and leaders in its hometown speak angrily 
about getting exports flowing again as capital Tripoli warns it may no longer 
be able to pay public salaries because the blockade has slashed oil revenues. 
Surveying the potholed roads and abandoned buildings of Ajdabiya, mayor 
Salem Abdullah is all for fighting for more autonomy and oil wealth from the 
central government - but not for the blockade. "We are opposed the closure 
of the oil ports," he told Reuters. "This has had a very, very negative impact."2 

                                                        
2 Ulf Laessing, Support crumbles in east Libya for oil blockade leader, Reuters, January 14, 2014, available at 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/01/30/us-libya-oil-idUSBREA0T12D20140130. 

 


